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0.1 Introduction: The “Demo Game”
When we run demos of Battleground at conventions, we begin with 
a quick overview to get you started. This section is intended to do the 
same thing if you’re learning the game on your own. It aims to help 
you read this rulebook by giving you a feel for the overall shape of the 
game. We’ll demonstrate how to roll attacks, and also hit the “high 
points” of the rules, making note of where you can find the details 
you need. Ideally, you can read this, get a feel for the rules, and sit 
down to play your first game, looking up the specifics you need as 
you do so.

To play, or to do this demo, you’ll need your unit cards and command 
deck, plus some six-sided dice and a dry erase marker.

0.1.1 Scope and Shape
Battleground is a tabletop tactical wargame. This means a game 

represents a battle. You and your opponent each represent gener-
als, commanding your troops, with each unit represented by a 
card. You’ll design and deploy your army, assign orders, and then 
lead them into battle. The game ends with the defeat of one of the 
armies. The tabletop itself represents the battlefield, and the posi-
tions of your unit cards represent where they actually are in the 
battle, so you’ll move the cards around, run them into each other, 
mark off damage, and remove them when they are destroyed. You 
are victorious in a basic game when your opponent loses all of his 
or her units, or gives up.

0.1.2 Combat
Combat is at the heart of a Battleground game, so we usually 

begin a demo by showing you how to resolve unit combat. Pull 
out two of your unit cards, and take a look at section 0.2.1 (page 
7), which tells you how to read a unit card. For the simple combat 
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demonstration, figure out which unit you’d like to be the attacker, 
and which you’d like to be the defender. You’ll look at the two 
defense ( ) stats on the defender, and the three offense ( ) stats 
on the attacker. For now, don’t worry about any special rules on the 
back of the card, or any asterisks next to the stats.

In Battleground, when your unit attacks, several of the indi-
vidual soldiers in the unit are attacking enemy soldiers. Because of 
that, when one of your units attacks, you roll several dice, each of 
which represents an individual attack. The scale of Battleground is 
purposefully up to you to decide, so each die might literally be an 
individual sword swing, or it might be a volley of arrows, a single 
push by the unit’s front rank, or whatever fits the scale of the battle 
you want to represent. Each die, therefore, succeeds or fails on its 
own, and success or failure is the only possible outcome for an in-
dividual die. To see how many attacks your unit makes, take a look 
at the attack dice stat. That’s the number of dice that your unit rolls 
to begin with. The process of rolling the attack involves reducing 
these dice down through two steps where each might fail. Any that 
pass through successfully deal damage to the enemy unit.

The first step in rolling an attack is seeing how many of your 
dice hit the enemy. Take your unit’s offensive skill and subtract 
the defending unit’s defensive skill. This likely results in a number 
between 1 and 5, which we’ll call your target number. Your target 
number can never be lower than 1. Now roll your starting dice 
(your unit’s attack dice stat).  Each die that shows a number less 
than or equal to (in Battleground, low numbers are good) the target 
number is a hit. Keep those dice to one side. Any dice that show a 
number greater than the target number miss. Discard those dice; 
those attacks have failed, so they don’t have any chance of turning 
into damage anymore.

The second step is to see which of your hits damage the enemy 
unit through armor, leathery hide, or the like. Re-roll all of the dice 
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that hit. Your new target number is your unit’s power stat minus 
the defending unit’s toughness stat. Any die that shows a number 
less than or equal to that target number successfully deals damage. 
(The other dice fail and do not).  Use a dry erase marker to mark 
off that many squares on the defending unit’s damage bar, starting 
with the green boxes on the left.

Full details for rolling attacks are found in section 3.2 (page 55).

Some units have ranged attacks. These units have a distance 
listed as their range ( ) rather than a dash. Ranged attacks are 
resolved in the same way as engaged attacks, though units often 
have special rules that apply to their ranged or engaged attacks, 
and there are a few other differences. (You can find the details in 
the combat section, section 3, starting on page 51).

0.1.3 Standing Orders
A general’s ability to command and control his or her army is 

limited. In Battleground, we model this by giving you a limited 
number of command actions per turn to reflect your actions on the 
field. You give your units standing orders at the start of the battle 
by writing with the dry erase marker in the unit’s command circle. 
You have many options for standing orders, listed in section 1.1 
(page 13).

Unless you expend some effort to do otherwise, your units will 
each follow their existing standing order. Section 1.4 (page 23) 
has details for how to resolve this in cases where it isn’t so clear. 
If you don’t like your standing orders, you can spend command 
actions to change them. In general, you can do anything you want 
with your units, but if you want to do something that isn’t in line 
with the unit’s current order, you have to pay a command action. 
The details of command actions are in section 1.3 (page 20).  In 
summary, you’ll get a limited number of them per turn, and if you 
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don’t use them to change orders, you can draw command cards or 
use special abilities to inspire your units.

0.1.4 Important Principles
Battleground has three important principles that will help you 

figure out basic questions, and that are worth keeping in mind as 
you’re reading the rules and playing your first game or two.

Simultaneous Action. Battleground proceeds in turns for ease 
of play, but almost everything is treated as if it happens at the 
same time. For example, units will often charge each other rather 
than one side counting as charging because it happens to be that 
person’s turn. And if your unit gets crippled or killed by another 
unit in melee, before getting a chance to attack, your unit will fight 
back before being removed. A guiding principle of Battleground 
is that your units shouldn’t often die before they have a chance to 
be useful, so if you feel like you’re being hosed by the turn order, 
give the relevant section another read; chances are, you’ve missed 
something.

No Tracking Without Writing. With only a few explicitly 
stated exceptions, Battleground doesn’t make you remember what 
happened earlier in the game. If the game wants to know whether 
a unit is closing in towards combat, you’ll look at that unit’s stand-
ing order, rather than having to remember what it did last turn or 
the turn before. If you’re having trouble remembering something, 
chances are you shouldn’t have to, and one way or another you 
should be able to easily note it on the card!

Player Choice.  Players may encounter situations where mul-
tiple actions would be legal, and no “tie breaker” or order of prece-
dence is specified. In these cases, the controlling player may freely 
choose which of these actions is taken.
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0.1.5 What’s Going to Happen?
In your first Battleground game, you’ll set out your units with 

some distance between yourself and the enemy and give them 
standing orders. There will likely be a few turns of shooting as 
they advance towards each other. Once your lines meet, expect 
carnage and rout checks (section 2.1, page 47).  Eventually, you’ll 
need to start changing orders to deal with collapsing lines; try to 
take advantage as best you can to emerge the victor!  Particularly 
pay attention to the engaged bonuses (section 3.2.3.2, page 63) 
and notice that attacking an enemy in a disadvantageous position 
provides huge benefits.

Section 0.4 (page 9) explains how to set up your first game. 
Go give it a try!  You can consult the rulebook to help you out 
when you get into trouble. If you’re having issues that it doesn’t 
seem to answer, take a look at section 8.6 (page 96).

0.2 Reading Battleground Cards
0.2.1 The Unit Card
Each unit card represents a single unit of troops in your army. 

On the front of each unit card is its Stat Bar and an overhead view 
of the unit. This side of the card will remain face up during the 
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game.

The back of each unit card has a close up view of the unit, the 
unit’s point cost, and any special rules that apply to that unit.

0.2.2 Command Cards
Command cards represent your tactics, battle tricks, and the 

ability to inspire your troops in battle by shouting commands or 
encouragement. Each player uses his army’s deck of 30 command 
cards. Two players may play Battleground using the unit cards 
from a single Set and drawing from the same deck of command 
cards. Players start with no command cards in hand, but may ac-
quire them during play.

Command cards come in three colors: red, blue and green. 
Red cards can be played when your units are attacking, blue cards 
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when they are being attacked, and green cards are played at other 
times, but the colors are just a reminder: the card itself always 
says exactly what it does and when you can play it. A few cards 
have several options, and so have more than one color in their 
background.

0.3 Victory Conditions
Play until all of one player’s units are destroyed or flee the field. The 
survivor wins!

0.4 Setup
Battleground can be played on any size surface. A standard game, 
described here, is played on a 2’6” wide by 3’ long surface.

Before battle, each player shuffles his or her command card deck and 
sets aside the units in his or her army.

0.4.1 The Battlefield
The table, or the part of the table set aside for play, represents 
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the battlefield. Units cannot normally leave the battlefield unless 
they are destroyed.

0.4.2 The Deployment Zone
Each player’s deployment zone for a standard scenario starts at 

his table edge and goes in 7.5” (3 card widths). It does not include 
the last 5” (2 card widths) on either end of the battlefield.

0.4.3 Deployment and Standing Orders
Step 1:  Players take turns deploying units, with the player hav-

ing more undeployed units going first. After deploying the first 
unit every turn, if that player has more undeployed units than the 
opponent, he deploys another unit before it is the opponent’s turn 
to deploy.  For ties, see below.
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Step 2: Players who purchased command cards during army 
building draw them.

Step 3: The player who spent the least points building his army 
(including command cards) chooses who will take the first turn.

Step 4: Players take turns issuing standing orders, with the 
player having more units without standing orders going first. 
After issuing the first standing order that turn, if that player has 
more units without standing orders than his opponent, he issues 
another standing order before it is the opponent’s turn to issue a 
standing order.

0.4.3.1 Deployment Tie Resolution

If both players have the same number of units, the player 
who spent the least points on his army (including command 
cards) chooses which player must place the first unit and issue 
the first standing order. In this case, the player that places first 
will get to choose which player will take the first turn.

If both players have the same number of points, roll dice 
and the winner of the roll is considered to have spent the least 
points.

0.5 Turns
A game of Battleground is organized into turns. Players do not take 
turns for individual units or phases; instead, players alternate taking 
complete turns. On a player’s turn, that player is called the active 
player.

0.5.1 Phases of the Turn
Each turn is broken up into three phases. The Courage Phase 

occurs twice per turn, once before and once after combat. The next 
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three chapters explain these phases in detail. They are:

• Movement and Command

• Pre-Combat Courage

• Combat

• Post-Combat Courage

0.5.2 The First Turn
On the first player’s first turn, the active player gains only half 

the normal number of command actions (1.3) rounded up during 
his or her movement and command phase.

1.0 Movement and Command Phase
In the Movement and Command Phase, two things happen in any 
order: you must move all of your units according to their standing 
orders, and you may spend your command actions (1.3). You can do 
these things in any order, or mix them together, for example spending 
one command action then moving two units, then spending another 
and moving two more units, and so on.

1.0.1 Unit Status
A unit’s status reflects its willingness and capability to fight.  

Units usually start ready to fight, but when exposed to the horrors 
of war, their resolve may weaken and they may even flee.  A unit’s 
status affects how they move and how you can spend command 
actions (1.3) on them.

1.0.2 Ready
This status means that the unit is in good order.  Any unit that 

is not disrupted (1.0.3) or routing (1.0.4) is ready.  A ready unit 
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follows the rules in this book, plus any special rules for the unit/
faction.

1.0.3 Disrupted 
A disrupted unit is one that has lost its cohesion.  The men are 

panicked, and on the verge of running for their lives.  When a unit 
becomes disrupted (2.1.2), its standing order (1.2) is erased and 
replaced with a  to indicate its status.  Disrupted units will not 
move on their own accord and fights at a diminished capacity, but 
can be made ready (1.0.2) or made to move by expending com-
mand actions (1.3).

1.0.4 Routing
A routing unit has broken and are fleeing the battle.  When 

a unit routs (2.1.1 and 2.1.3), erase its standing order and leave 
its command circle blank.  A routing unit moves automatically 
(1.4.7.7) on your Movement & Command Phase and will not fight.  
If contacted by an enemy unit, a routing unit is destroyed.  A rout-
ing unit can be made ready (1.0.2) by expending command actions 
(1.3).

1.1 Standing Orders
Standing orders represent the orders you, as the general, have 

provided to the leaders of your units. These orders determine how 
your units move and fight. You can instruct them to attempt to 
engage the enemy in melee or at range, to hold their ground, or any 
of several other options. These orders are described below.

You can also modify standing orders (1.2) to create more de-
tailed orders. Between standing orders and standing order modi-
fiers, you can tell your troops how to carry out your plan for the 
battle.
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1.1.1 Assigning Standing Orders

Using the appropriate initials, write (with a dry erase marker, 
wax pencil, or crayon) a unit’s standing orders and any modi-
fiers in its command circle.

Each player marks standing orders at the beginning of the 
game (0.4.3).  After a standing order is marked, it does not 
change without your intervention via command actions (1.3).

1.1.2 Close Order  C
The unit will move toward the nearest enemy unit. If pos-

sible, it will final rush (1.4.6) the nearest enemy unit.

1.1.3 Ranged Order  R
Only units with Range (a  stat that isn’t a dash) may be 

given the Ranged standing order.  If the unit is in range of, 
and has the appropriate facing to shoot the nearest enemy unit 
(or its assigned target if it has one), it remains in place.  If the 
unit starts the turn beyond the designated range of its target if 
one is assigned, or of any enemy unit if one is not, it may stop 
moving when it reaches that designated range or move its full 
MC allowance.

Note: If a unit only sometimes has a ranged attack, like the 
Hill Giant who can be given a ranged attack at the cost of com-
mand actions, you may still give that unit a Range Attack order. 
Treat that unit’s range as the range of the conditional attack. 
For example, you can pay 2 command actions to give your Hill 
Giant  21” for a turn. You can give the Hill Giant a Range 
Attack order, and it will move as if it has  21” even if you don’t 
pay the  command actions that turn.

Note: Some units, especially spellcasters, have more than 
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one ranged attack option. For example, the Elementalist has 
one attack with  17.5” and one with  10.5”. If your unit with 
the Range Attack standing order has several possible ranges, 
you choose each turn which range it will attempt to achieve.

1.1.3.1 Advance to Short or Long Range Order S   L
Instead of ordering a unit to advance to within its maximum 

range, you can order it to advance to within short range (7”) 
or long range (14”).  This works exactly like the basic Ranged 
order, but for the purposes of movement, treat the unit as if it 
had a 7” or 14” maximum range.

Note: A unit advancing to short or long range still fires if an 
enemy is within the maximum range printed on the card, it just 
continues to move until it advances within the selected range 
band. A unit will still advance if it has no legal shot, so giving 
a unit an Advance to Short or Long Range order won’t do any-
thing if the unit already has less range.

1.1.4 Hold Order  H
The unit does not move, unless it is attempting to reach a 

point objective (1.2.2.2).  (Units on Hold will still shoot, or fight 
if engaged, see section 3).

1.2 Standing Order Modifiers
Standing order modifiers let you instruct your units more pre-

cisely than the basic standing orders described above (1.1).  Any 
of the basic standing orders can be modified. In combination with 
the basic standing order system, this game mechanic represents 
the basic orders you, as the general, give your subordinates before 
the battle: things like “hold the hill” or “charge the enemy archers.” 

To issue more complicated commands or respond to the flow 
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of the battle, you may want to take direct control of a unit at some 
later point (1.3.2.2).

1.2.1 Modifying Orders

To indicate an order modifier, write the appropriate modifier 
to the right of the letter for the main order in the unit’s command 
circle.

You can modify an order in any number of ways but you can 
give each unit only one of each type of modifier. For example, you 
can give a unit both an objective and a movement cap, but not two 
objectives or two movement caps.

1.2.2 Objective Modifier  H2

By giving your unit an objective, you tell it about its priorities. 
There are two types of objectives: unit objectives (1.2.2.1) and 
point objectives (1.2.2.2). Unit objectives make the target unit a 
priority, while point objectives make your unit focus on a particu-
lar area of the battlefield.

Note: Because both kinds of objective fall under the same modi-
fier type, you can’t give a unit more than one, even if one is a point 
objective and the other is a unit objective.

1.2.2.1 Unit Objective Modifier

By writing a number after your unit’s standing order, and writ-
ing that same number on another unit, you can choose a specific 
unit as your unit’s objective. Your unit will always count an objec-
tive as the closest unit of the appropriate type. Erase the modifier if 
the chosen unit is destroyed.

Note: Because units with ranged attacks always fire at the clos-
est legal target, a unit with a ranged attack will fire at a targeted 
enemy unit if able, even if other enemies are closer. If the objective 
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is illegal, it will fire at the closest legal target. 

Note: You can assign an enemy unit as a target without giving 
a unit a Ranged order. For example, you could put your archers 
on Hold with an enemy unit target. If you do, they won’t move 
(because they have a Hold order) but will shoot at the targeted 
enemy if able, even if another enemy unit is closer.

Note: You can choose a friendly unit as an objective.  If a unit 
on Close gets a friendly unit as its objective, it will move so as to 
back that unit up (1.4.7.8)  If a unit on Hold gets a friendly unit as 
its objective, it will move so as to touch the rear center point of 
that unit.  Units on Hold are not considered backup units. (1.4.7.8)  
Unless you choose friendly units as an objective, standing orders 
don’t take them into account.

Note: Remember that you can only give each unit one objec tive. 
This means that if you have a unit with a ranged attack and put it 
on Hold, you can give it an enemy unit objective (causing it to not 
move and shoot the objective enemy) or a friendly unit objective 
(causing it to follow the objective friend and shoot the nearest en-
emy,) but you can’t specify both which friend to follow and which 
enemy to target with ranged attacks.

1.2.2.2 Point Objective Modifier

By writing a number after your unit’s standing order, and plac-
ing a die, token, or other marker displaying that number elsewhere 
on the battlefield, you can choose a specific point as your unit’s 
objective. Your unit will move to that point as a waypoint, at which 
point the objective modifier is erased and the unit acts per its 
standing order. (Keep any non-objective modifiers).

Until the objective is reached the unit moves to reach it, not to 
follow the standing order, so a unit on Ranged will advance to the 
objective even if it is already in firing range of the enemy, and a 
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unit on Hold will advance to hold the objective.

Units count as having “reached” the objective as soon as any 
part of the unit touches the objective. At that point, erase the modi-
fier from the unit’s command circle. It will immediately carry out 
the new order with any remaining movement it has for the turn, if 
the order demands it.

Once a unit on Hold reaches its objective location, you may 
choose to maneuver it on the objective for one additional turn.  
This allows you to turn it to face the enemy, or to take up the 
exact position desired, without having to spend a command action.

Note: Units advance towards their objectives by the fastest 
route possible given their base standing orders. For example, 
a unit on Close with a terrain objective will final rush (1.4.6) an 
enemy unit that blocks the shortest route to the objective, but a 
unit with a different order will not, since only units on Close can 
perform a final rush.

Note: Units will still shoot if able, even if they have a point 
objective.

1.2.3 Movement Cap Modifier  C3.5”

By writing a measurement (for example, 3.5”) after your unit’s 
standing order, you can set a maximum movement speed for that 
unit. The unit carries out its orders as normal, but will not move 
faster than the number you assigned. This can be useful if your 
units have different movement rates but you want them to advance 
together.

The number must appear on the movement category chart 
(1.4.4) and must be at least 1.25”.

A unit with a movement cap will never move more than the 
capped movement, but otherwise its MC is unchanged. Penalties 
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for maneuvers (1.4.5) or terrain (section 6) only reduce a capped 
unit’s movement if they would lower it below the cap. For example, 
if a unit with an MC of 6” is moving through a forest (-1 MC) with 
a movement cap of 3.5”, it would move the full capped 3.5”, not 
2.5”.

The cap applies both to conventional movement and to unusual 
voluntary movement, like flying (7.2) or final rushing (1.4.6). 
It does not apply to involuntary movement, like the movement 
caused by the Dark Elf faction’s Siren Song spell. The cap is 
automatically removed when a unit becomes engaged.

1.2.3.1 Move & Shoot Modifier

A unit may be given the Move & Shoot modifier instead of a 
Move Cap modifier.  A non-cavalry unit with this modifier that is 
required by its standing order to move and make a ranged attack 
this turn suffer a -1 MC penalty but will not suffer the Move and 
Shoot penalty (3.2.3.3.4) to its ranged attack.  If the unit is unable 
to make a ranged attack this turn, then it will not suffer any MC 
penalty.

Cavalry units with the Move & Shoot modifier follow the 
above rules, but suffer a -3 MC penalty.

If a unit is being direct controlled (1.3.2.2), the controlling 
player can choose to apply the Move & Shoot Modifier to the unit 
while it is being direct controlled.

1.2.4 Airborne Modifier  CA

A unit with the flying keyword ability (7.2) printed on the back 
of its unit card may be given the special Airborne standing order 
modifier by writing an “A” after its standing order in its command 
circle. This modifier indicates that the unit is currently airborne.

The meaning of this modifier is explained fully in section 7.2, 
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but it is included here for completeness. Unless described in sec-
tion 7.2, adding or removing the Airborne modifier follows the 
normal rules for changing standing orders (1.3.2.1).

1.3 Command Actions
As a general, you have the ability to adapt to the flow of battle 

by intervening directly with your troops. In some cases this will be 
through your personal attention, but in others it will be via junior 
officers, signal flags, horns, magic spells, or the like. Whatever the 
specific method, the actions taken by you as a general, and by your 
command structure, are represented in Battleground by command 
actions. Command actions are the resource you use for both parts 
of command and control: controlling your forces via changing 
their standing orders, and commanding them to greater efforts via 
drawing command cards or using special faction abilities.

1.3.1 Gaining Command Actions

At the beginning of each of your movement and command 
phases, you gain one command action per 500 points in your 
army’s points budget (5.1).  If you are playing with a starter 
army, your points budget is 1500, so you gain 3 command 
actions per turn.

Note: The first turn of the game is special, and you won’t get 
as many command actions on that turns (0.5.2).

You gain command actions based on the initial size of your 
force, not the current size. So even if you spent fewer points 
than your budget, or have lost large numbers of units, you still 
gain the same number of command actions each turn.

You gain (and can spend) command actions only on your 
own turn. If you are not the active player, you cannot spend 
command actions.
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1.3.2 Losing and Spending Command Actions

At the end of your movement and command phase, any 
unused command actions are lost.

The ways you can spend command actions are described 
below. You can spend any number of command actions on any 
of these options, mixing and matching however you like. For 
example, you could change one order and draw two command 
cards, or draw one command card and take direct control of two 
units.

1.3.2.1 Changing Orders

You can spend one command action to change one of your 
unit’s standing orders. Simply erase what is written in the unit’s 
command circle and replace it with whatever order and modifi-
ers you like. You can’t change the standing order of an engaged 
unit.

Because you handle the movement and command phase in 
whatever order you like, you can change a unit’s standing order 
either before or after you move it this turn.

1.3.2.2 Direct Control

You may spend one command action to take direct control 
of one of your units for the turn. This turn, ignore the contents 
of that unit’s command circle. It moves and/or maneuvers how-
ever you like. If it has a ranged attack, you can pick which unit 
it fires at when you choose defenders (3.1.1).  A unit currently 
under direct control can’t final rush (1.4.6).

Units which say they may not be direct controlled may 
be direct controlled if they are not routing, at the cost of 3 
command actions per unit.
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Direct controlling a disrupted (1.0.3) unit requires an addi-
tional command action.  This is in addition to any special rules 
for direct controlling a unit.  So a unit that requires 2 command 
actions to direct control, would require 3 command actions to 
direct control while disrupted.

1.3.2.3 Drawing Command Cards

You may spend one command action to draw a command 
card from your deck and put it into your hand of available cards. 
You may have any number of cards in hand at once.

If you want to draw a command card and your draw pile is 
empty, and you have no more than half your command card 
deck (typically half of 30 = 15 cards) in your hand, reshuffle 
your discard pile to replenish your draw pile. if more than half 
your command deck is in your hand, you may either immedi-
ately discard cards until you have half of your command deck in 
hand then shuffle the discard pile and proceed as above, or you 
may decline to draw a card and “waste” the command action.

1.3.2.4 Faction Abilities

Each faction has one or more special abilities that require 
command actions to activate. These abilities are described on 
the faction details card included in the faction’s starter deck.

1.3.2.5 Reorganize

For two command actions, you may erase the  on an 
unengaged disrupted (1.0.3) unit and give the unit a standing 
order, following the rules for changing a unit’s standing order 
(1.3.2.1).

1.3.2.6 Rally

For one command action, you may rally one of your routing 
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(1.0.4) units. This must be done before the routing unit moves. 
Face the unit in any direction and give it the Hold order, with no 
modifiers. That unit may not move, shoot, cast spells, nor have 
its standing order changed this turn.

1.3.2.7 Sound the Charge

You can spend all the command actions you gained this turn 
to sound the charge.  If you do, you may change the standing 
orders of any number of your non-routing units to Close or 
Range (with no modifiers.)  You then rally (1.3.2.6) all of your 
routing units and reorganize (1.3.2.5) all of your unengaged 
disrupted units. 

1.3.2.8 Skirmisher Recall

Units with the Skirmisher special rule can be recalled 
behind your lines as a special command action use. See section 
7.6.

1.4 Movement
When you move your units in Battleground, you will almost 

always move according to your standing orders (1.1).  As the 
general, your job is to order your units to follow your master 
plan, not to direct their every step. The following section tells 
you how to move your forces in many unusual circumstances. 
Remember, though, that unless an unusual maneuver is the 
fastest way for a unit to fulfill its standing orders, they will 
not perform it. If you want your unit to behave in an unusual 
fashion that isn’t in line with orders, you need to invest the com-
mand action to take direct control (1.3.2.2).

1.4.1 Movement Terms

Calculating movement (and some attacks or spells) requires 
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the use of some specialized terms. These terms are grouped 
below for convenience.

1.4.1.1 Front Arc

In general, your units can’t see enemy units clearly if they 
aren’t in front of them. In battleground, this is called being in 
their front arc. To determine this, extend the line of the front 
of the unit card in both directions. If any part of an object is in 
front of the line, that object is in the unit’s front arc.

1.4.1.2 Clearly Visible

For an enemy unit’s side to be clearly visible, any part of the 
enemy unit (not necessarily that side) must be within your unit’s 
front arc (1.4.1.1).

In addition, you must be able to draw a straight line from the 
front center point of your unit to the center point of that side. 
This line may pass through your own unit and allied units, but it 
may not pass through any part of any other unit, including that 
enemy unit, or line of sight blocking terrain.
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1.4.1.3 Facing Side

For any of your units, the facing side of an enemy unit is the 
card edge that is facing your unit. To determine which edge is 
the facing side, extend imaginary lines diagonally through the 
corners of the enemy unit. The side of the imaginary line that 
your unit’s front center point is on is the facing side.
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1.4.1.4 Nearest Enemy

Unless you have issued a unit objective standing order 
modifier, most orders will cause your unit to take some action 
towards the nearest enemy. This measurement is different for 
units on Close (1.4.1.4.1) and units with other orders (1.4.1.4.2).

For both Close and other orders, in order to be considered 
the nearest enemy, a unit must be clearly visible (1.4.1.2) to your 
unit.

For the purposes of movement, a unit objective overrides all 
nearest enemy considerations. For example, an objective need 
not be clearly visible in order to count as the nearest enemy.



1.4.1.4.1 For the Close Standing Order

The nearest enemy is the enemy unit for which the following 
measurement is the shortest:

From — the corner on the front of the closing unit that is 
farthest from the enemy unit.

To — the corresponding corner of the facing side on the 
enemy unit.

Units that aren’t currently airborne (Airborne standing order 
modifier) can ignore units that are when determining the closest 
enemy unit for a Close order.

1.4.1.4.2 For Other Orders

The nearest enemy unit is the enemy unit that has the closest 
center point to your unit’s front center point.
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1.4.2 Movement According to Standing Orders

Units under standing orders move mechanically to carry out 
their objectives, as quickly as possible, as described in stand-
ing orders (1.1).  This means in most cases you will be moving 
straight (1.4.3) or turning (1.4.5.5) and not employing most of 
the unusual maneuvers.

Units under direct control, or with objectives, will much 
more often deviate from this simple movement. Later in the 
game, when most units are dead and lines have fallen apart, 
even units on simple standing orders might need to maneuver 
to come to grips with one of the few remaining enemies. The 
sections below explain how to deal with these situations.

4”

5”
Nearest Enemy

Shooter

Fig.  1.4.1.4.2



1.4.3 Move Straight

Measure from either side of the front of the unit and move it 
directly ahead.

1.4.4 Movement Categories

Battleground cards measure 3.5” on the long edge (L) and 
2.5” on the short edge (S). To make measuring and movement 
easier, all the movement and range in Battleground is divisible 
by card lengths. This allows the use of a spare unit card as a 
convenient measuring stick.

A unit’s movement category is the distance it moves in a 
turn.

Terrain, maneuvers and some command cards and army 
abilities may modify a unit’s MC.
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1.4.4.1 Changing Movement Category

A chart of possible Movement Categories is included below, 
as fig. 1.4.4.1 and on an insert card that comes with every 
Faction Deck.

When a unit’s MC changes, simply move the required num-
ber of steps up or down on the chart. Thus, if a unit that moves 
L has its MC reduced by two, it will now move ½ L.

Movement (Inches)
0”

1.25”
1.75”
2.5”
3.5”

5”
6”
7”

8.5”...

Movement (Card Sides)
Can’t Move
½ S
½ L
S
L
SS
LS
LL
LSS...

If you need to expand the table, for each line, turn an S into 
an L. If there is no S, turn an L into SS.

1.4.5 Maneuvers

In unusual battlefield circumstances, your units might not 
be able to follow orders simply by walking straight. Alternately, 
if a unit is under direct control, you might want to move it in 
complicated ways.

Any unusual unit movement is covered by maneuvers, 
described below. With the exception of a turn (1.4.5.5,) these 
maneuvers reduce the unit’s Movement Category (1.4.4).  A unit 
can perform any number of maneuvers in a game turn, or per-
form a single maneuver any number of times, but all penalties 



for all maneuvers apply. A unit can’t maneuver if the penalty 
would decrease its MC to less than the distance it has already 
moved this turn.

Note: A unit acting under orders will only maneuver if doing 
so is appropriate to its orders, and will only maneuver in ways 
that help it best follow orders.

1.4.5.1 Move Backwards

Without changing a unit’s facing, you may move it back-
wards. Moving backwards reduces the unit’s MC by 2.

1.4.5.2 Move Sideways

Without changing a unit’s facing, you may move it to the left 
or right. Moving sideways reduces the unit’s MC by 1.

1.4.5.3 About Face

Flip the unit so its front and rear are swapped. This reduces 
the unit’s MC by 1.

1.4.5.4 Reform

Keeping the center of the unit in place, rotate the unit to face 
any direction. This reduces the unit’s MC by 2.

1.4.5.5 Turn

Measure from the outside front corner (the corner that will 
move the most) and move the unit. A turn may be part of regu-
lar, sideways, or backwards movement.

Note: During a turning maneuver, no part of the unit may 
move more than the measuring (outside front) corner.
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1.4.6 The Final Rush

In the final seconds before engaging the enemy, when the 
command “CHARGE!” echoes through the air, troops forget 
about careful lockstep maneuvers and make a final rush toward 
the enemy. The final rush rule represents this by allowing units 
to move more flexibly if they are within range to come to grips 
with an enemy.

A number of special rules and requirements apply to the 
final rush, and are described below.

1.4.6.1 Final Rush Priority

In your turn, you must resolve all final rushes before you 
resolve any normal movement for that turn. You can still spend 
command actions before any of your units final rush, or be-
tween units final rushing. You may handle your final rushes in 
any order you wish, including simultaneously if needed (see 
1.4.6.5 and especially 1.4.6.5.2).

1.4.6.2 Final Rush Exclusivity

Units can only become engaged when one of them final 
rushes the other. Even if units move such that they touch, if 
neither Final rushes the other, the units do not become engaged, 
and will not fight in melee.

1.4.6.3 Final Rush Conditions

In order to be able to final rush an enemy unit, your unit 
must meet six criteria. These are described in detail below. If 
a unit has multiple legal final rushes, it final rushes the nearest 
legal enemy open side, assuming doing so is in line with its 
standing order.



1.4.6.3.1 Close Order

Your unit will only final rush an enemy unit if your unit is on 
Close. If your unit is on Close with a standing order modifier, it 
will only final rush an enemy unit if that unit is the objective, or 
if doing so is the fastest way to achieve the objective.

Note: To determine if a final rush on an enemy unit is the 
fastest way to achieve an objective, measure as if the enemy 
unit would be destroyed in the first round of combat.

1.4.6.3.2 Visibility

Your unit may only final rush an enemy unit’s side if that 
side is clearly visible (1.4.1.2) to your unit both at the start of the 
start of the turn and immediately before your unit moves.

1.4.6.3.3 Open Side

Your unit can only final rush an enemy unit if that unit has 
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an open side, and you must final rush the side that was the near-
est open side at the start of the turn. A side of a unit on which 
there is enough space to be engaged is an open side.  A unit 
must be able to fit at least 1.75” against the enemy unit card to 
become engaged. 

Note: You can’t final rush an enemy unit if the open side isn’t 
a legal final rush, even if the facing side is. For example, if an 
enemy unit is engaged from the front and that unit’s side center 
point is open, but too far away, you can’t final rush that unit 
this turn.

1.4.6.3.4 Open Path

Your unit can only final rush if there is an open path to the 
nearest open side of the enemy unit. For an open path to ex-
ist, two things must be true. First, you must be able to draw a 
straight line from the front center point of your unit to the center 
point of the open side. This line may pass through part of your 
own unit, but may not pass through any part of any other unit, 
including the unit which your unit is final rushing.  Second, 
there needs to be a path to wherever the Final Rushing unit is 
going to be placed which is at least 2.5” wide, follows this the 
straight line, and is free of other units and impassable obstacles.

1.4.6.3.5 No Turning Back

If your unit’s front center point is within 1.25”  your unit’s 
front center point.

Note: Your unit still doesn’t have to final rush, for example 
if you change its order or take direct control. It just can’t final 
rush a more distant unit, even if the final rush is otherwise 
legal.
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1.4.6.3.6 Distance

To measure the distance for a final rush, measure from your 
unit’s front center point to the center point of the facing side 
(1.4.1.3) of the enemy unit, or the nearest open side (1.4.6.3.3) if 
the facing side is occupied. If that distance is less than the unit’s 
current MC (including terrain modifiers, movement caps, and 
so forth) then the unit is in legal distance to final rush.

Note: Do not calculate any necessary maneuvers in this dis-
tance. In many cases, a final rush will be legal even if the unit 
wouldn’t be able to move that distance in other circumstances 
because of maneuvering penalties.

1.4.6.4 Moving in a Final Rush

If one of your units final rushes, once you have made sure 
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the final rush is legal (1.4.6.3,) simply pick the unit up and place 
it in contact with the enemy, lining up the center points as much 
as possible. Because a final rush is less controlled than normal 
battlefield movement, you don’t need to worry about maneuver-
ing like you would for a normal move.

If possible, you should engage your unit with the enemy’s 
facing side (1.4.1.3).  Otherwise, engage your unit with the near-
est open side that is a legal final rush, as described in final rush 
Distance (1.4.6.3.6) above.

1.4.6.5 Unusual Final Rushes

Sometimes a final rush will occur in an unusual situation. 
These situations are grouped below for convenience.

1.4.6.5.1 Conflicting Final Rushes

Sometimes, more than one of your units will be in position 
to final rush the same side of an enemy unit. In that case, either 
move the unit of your choice first, or move them simultane-
ously, if the Two’s Company rule applies (1.4.6.5.3).

If a unit’s final rush ever becomes illegal before you can 
resolve it, measure again to see if it has another legal final rush 
against a different enemy unit. Remember, you must resolve 
all final rushes before any normal movement, and you can only 
final rush the side of a unit that was the nearest open side at 
the start of the turn (1.4.6.3.3).  If the unit cannot final rush the 
nearest open side of the enemy unit and has no other legal final 
rush, then the unit does not final rush.

1.4.6.5.2 No Final Rush Into a Pinch

Sometimes a unit’s final rush will appear to place it in a 
pinch (1.4.6.6).  Because units only become engaged when one 
of them final rushes the other (1.4.6.2,) a unit will never become 
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pinched as a result of its own final rush. If possible, leave a 
small gap between units to clarify that they are not engaged, 
but even if this is impossible, the final rush is legal and only the 
units involved in the final rush become engaged.

1.4.6.5.3 Two’s Company

If two or more units would final rush the same side of an 
enemy unit, you may perform the final rushes simultaneously 
so that the nearest two units final rush and each engage half of 
that side.

C

H

C

Two’s Company

Fig.  1.4.6.5.3

Note: Since units must engage with at least 1.75” of the 
enemy’s side (1.4.6.3.3), you can normally only use this rule 
if your units are final rushing a side that is at least L (3.5”) in 
length.
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1.4.6.5.4 Final Rushes with the Flank

In some cases, a unit may not physically be able to engage 
with its front, due to impassable terrain, other units, or other 
obstacles, but might otherwise have a legal final rush, and might 
have enough room to engage with a flank. In this case, you may 
choose to have the unit final rush with its flank instead; place 
the unit’s flank against the enemy unit’s side, lined up as much 
as possible, but otherwise treat the final rush normally. Your 
unit must be able to engage at least 1.75” with the enemy unit’s 
side.  The enemy unit is not considered flanking (3.2.3.2.3) your 
unit for the duration of that engagement, unless your unit is 
pinched.

  Note: It does not cost a command action if you wish to 
choose to final rush with your flank, but unlike other cases with 
a legal final rush, you are allowed to choose to avoid it.

Note: The normal combat modifiers for fighting with your 
flank apply. Unlike other cases of attacking to your flank, if a 
unit final rushes with its flank, it does count as charging that 
turn. See section 3.2.3 for combat modifiers.

1.4.6.5.5  Final Rushes on a Diagonal

If (and only if) a unit does not have room to final rush an 
enemy unit with the its front, but all other conditions for a legal 
final rush have been met, it may final rush an enemy unit di-
agonally.  Like final rushing the flank, the unit’s owner decides 
whether to make the final rush.  To do this final rush, the unit 
must have line of sight to both sides it will be overlapping, as 
well has have both sides within its movement range.

To final rush on a diagonal, a unit moves to partially overlap 
the enemy unit.  The attacker’s front center point must overlap 
the enemy card, and to the extent possible its card must almost, 



but not quite, touch the center points of the overlapped sides, 
with the front center point of the final rushing unit half way in 
between.  Obstacles may prevent this, but at least 50% of the 
attacker’s front side must overlap the enemy unit for the final 
rush to be legal.

If circumstances warrant, a unit may do a diagonal final rush 
as part of a twos company (1.4.6.5.3).

The engagement counts as an attack on the longer side of an 
enemy card.  (For example, if your unit is overlapping an enemy 
unit’s front and flank, it counts as engaging the enemy unit on 
its front.)

If  both a final rush with a diagonal and a final rush with a 
flank are legal, the owner of the attacking unit chooses which 
is done.  The unit may not final rush an enemy’s diagonal with 
its flank.

When a diagonal final rush has been made, if the front cen-
ter point of the attacking unit is not centered between the center 
points, and the attacker’s card coming just shy of those center 
points, then on later turns, to the extent possible. the cards are 
slid in order to make this happen.

1.4.6.5.6  Off-Map Final Rushes

Units may go partially off map when making a final rush, so 
long as at least 2 center points remain on map.  When partially 
off-map units rout, they similarly must keep at least 2 center 
points on map during their first routing movement.  Units which 
are not making final rushes (or routing when already partially 
off-map, as described above) must end their movement entirely 
on the map.
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1.4.6.6 Pinches

If a unit becomes engaged by enemy units on more than one 
side, it is pinched. Pinched units suffer many unpleasant combat 
modifiers (3.2.3).  In addition, in the pre-combat courage phase 
(2.0.1,) any of your units that became pinched this turn must roll 
rout checks (2.1).

Note: A unit that is engaged by multiple enemy units on 
one side, as with a Two’s Company (1.4.6.5.3) situation, is not 
pinched; the enemy units must be on more than one side.

Note: The rout check occurs when the unit becomes pinched, 
even if this is the first round of combat. If an additional unit 
engages an additional side, a new rout check is required, even 
if the unit was already pinched.

1.4.7 Unusual Movement

In the course of moving your units, some situations might 
come up that aren’t covered by the normal rules for maneuver-
ing. These situations are collected here for convenience.

In general, if an unusual movement situation is certain to 
arise, units can see that situation coming in advance. For ex-
ample, if impassable terrain would force a unit to invoke the 
Impossible Path rule (1.4.7.3,) it won’t wait until it runs into the 
obstacle to move around, and will instead take the shorter path 
around it if able. If a situation isn’t certain to arise, for example 
being based on units on Hold, then your unit won’t plan ahead 
in this way.

When assessing the shortest path, the number of turns that 
path would take (including applicable maneuvers) is the relevant 
measure, not absolute distance.
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1.4.7.1 Avoiding Overlap

As much as possible, you should move your units such that 
they don’t end their movement overlapping other units or im-
passable obstacles. You can move multiple units simultaneously 
in order to avoid situations of unacceptable overlap.

If movement is otherwise impossible, you can overlap 
friendly units or impassable obstacles during or at the end of 
your movement so long as no center point of any unit overlaps 
another unit or impassable terrain. No unit may move over or 
end its movement overlapping any part of an enemy unit.

1.4.7.2 Indirect Path

Sometimes the direct path to an enemy unit isn’t the fastest. 
This can happen because of other units (friendly or enemy) 
in the way, or because of difficult terrain that would slow the 
unit’s movement if it moved straight ahead. In this case, without 
spending a command action, you can choose whether the unit 
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moves along the direct route (as far as possible, stopping at 
obstructing units) or the current fastest route.

Note: You don’t have to remember which choice you made, 
and can make a new choice on a subsequent turn.

Note: You can’t invoke the Indirect Path rule to go around 
an enemy unit that your standing order would otherwise force 
you to engage. For example, a unit on Close with an objective 
must final rush enemy units between it and its objective.

Note: You can invoke the Indirect Path rule in any case 
where a path is either legal but not optimal (like terrain) or cur-
rently illegal but might become legal later (like a path blocked 
by a unit).  In cases where the optimal path will never be legal, 
like impassable terrain, use the Impossible Path rule (1.4.7.3).

1.4.7.3 Impossible Path

If the otherwise optimal path for a unit to take under orders 
is permanently impossible (most likely due to terrain) that unit 
must use the shortest clear path instead.

1.4.7.4 The Tiny Gap Rule

For the purposes of forced movement, it is assumed that 
friendly units don’t march tight-packed like sardines. If one of 
your units routs, for example, and its path of retreat is blocked 
by a friendly unit, it is assumed that there was a tiny gap be-
tween the two units, enough to allow the routing unit to with-
draw (and perhaps rally) rather than be automatically removed. 
This rule applies only between friendly units, so a unit can still 
become trapped by enemy units or impassable terrain.

1.4.7.5 Units Already Engaged

At the beginning of your movement and command phase, 
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as much as you are able, line up the center point of each of your 
engaged units with the center point of the side of the enemy 
unit they are engaged with. Do not change the facing of either 
unit, and don’t move units if doing so would break an existing 
engagement.

Other than this movement, if a unit is engaged with one or 
more enemy units, it is completely immobile until the engage-
ment ends. The unit cannot move or maneuver, regardless of 
standing orders or direct control.

Note: This rule applies even if the unit was engaged from the 
rear, flank, or similar unfavorable position; the unit is locked in 
the same position until the engagement ends.

1.4.7.6 Disrupted Units

Unengaged disrupted units do not move unless they are 
direct controlled (1.3.2.2) or have their status change to routing 
or ready (1.0.1).  Engaged disrupted units will only move to line 
up center points (1.4.7.5) or if they have their status changed to 
routing (1.0.1).

1.4.7.7 Routing Units

During your movement and command phase, any routing 
unit you fail to rally (1.3.2.6) makes a rout move as described 
below. Rout moves taken at other times, for example in the 
courage phase, follow these same rules.

If the unit is engaged during the phase it must make a rout 
move, the unit moves to maximize the space between it and the 
enemy unit(s) with which it was engaged.  Otherwise, the unit 
moves towards its owner’s table edge at full movement. You 
can’t invoke the Indirect Path rule or other voluntary movement 
rules for this move, so your unit will not avoid units or difficult 
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terrain.  You must still observe mandatory movement rules like 
the Impossible Path rule.

Whenever you move a routing unit, you don’t pay for 
maneuvers; simply measure from the front center point of 
the routing unit to the location it is routing to, and pick up and 
move the routing unit.

1.4.7.7.1 Engaging Routing Units

If a routing unit becomes engaged, it is immediately de-
stroyed (3.3). Routing units can’t final rush, so they won’t en-
gage enemy units themselves.

1.4.7.7.2 Routing into Friendly Units

If a routing unit moves into contact with a friendly unit, it 
stops moving for the turn. 

If a routing unit begins in contact with a friendly unit and 
the path of the rout would take it through that friendly unit, pick 
it up and move it to the opposite side of the friendly unit. The 
friendly unit cannot move or fire this turn, and must make a 
rout check during the pre-combat Courage Phase this turn (2.1).

Note: You don’t need to move routing units before other 
units, so you can move a friendly unit out of the way of a rout-
ing unit.

1.4.7.7.3 Routing to the Table Edge

If a routing unit moves into contact with its owner’s table 
edge, it stops for the turn. If a routing unit begins in contact 
with its owner’s table edge and would move off that edge, it is 
destroyed.
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1.4.7.8 Back-Up Units

A back-up unit represents deeper ranks in your army. 
When a unit serves as a back-up unit, it stands ready to replace 
a friendly unit should that unit rout or be destroyed.

If an unengaged unit is on Close (1.1.2) and any part of its 
front is touching any part of the rear of a friendly unit, it is 
considered a back-up unit for that friendly unit. (Thus, each unit 
can normally be a back-up unit to two friendly units if desired).

If a backed-up unit fails a rout check (2.1) you may choose 
to de stroy it instead of having it rout. If the friendly unit is 
destroyed (via the above) you just move one of its back-up units 
into its place. When a unit is backing up another unit and touch-
ing it, and the unit in front is destroyed by having its last health 
box crossed off (3.3), the back up unit must take its place. 

Note: Some units back up cards without touching them; they 
do not have to take the destroyed unit’s place.

Replacing a destroyed unit with a back-up unit does not 
count as normal movement; instead, it is assumed that the 
back-up unit trickles in gradually, replacing the original unit as 
it flees or is destroyed. Therefore, it happens immediately, re-
gardless of the MC of the backup unit, neither side is considered 
charging or final rushing, and no fear or terror checks occur. 
Treat the situation as an ongoing engagement, so nothing that 
happens at the beginning of an engagement occurs.

2.0 Courage Phases
Death isn’t the only way your troops might fall prey to the dangers of 
war. Psychology plays a critical role in the integrity of your army, and 
some units are as likely to flee as to fight to the last. Many circum-
stances might cause a rout, and they can arise at any time, but in order 
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to keep things organized, units always check in the courage phase.

Like the combat phase, the courage phase recognizes that battles 
aren’t really fought in organized turns. Thus, even if it isn’t your turn, 
you will roll courage checks for each of your units that is required to 
do so, rather than waiting for your own turn to roll those checks. The 
active player rolls all of her courage checks for each step, then the 
inactive player rolls for those steps, then move on to the next step.

2.0.1 Pre-Combat and Post-Combat

The Courage Phase occurs twice in each turn, once before 
and once after combat. These are called the Pre-Combat and 
Post-Combat courage phases. Each phase is otherwise identical 
and all rules in this section apply to both phases.

2.0.2 Checking Courage

To check your unit’s courage, find the  value on your unit 
card, apply any modifiers, and roll three dice. If the sum of the 
dice is less than or equal to your unit’s courage, it passes the 
courage check. If the sum of the dice is greater than your unit’s 
courage, it fails.

Both fear checks and rout checks are simple courage checks, 
without any special modifiers to the unit’s courage beyond 
those described below. The timing and consequences of each 
vary, however.

2.0.2.1 Courage Check Modifiers

The following modifiers apply to all Courage Checks.  

 Unit is in the Yellow: -1

 Unit is in the Red: -2
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2.0.3 Types of Courage Checks

There are two types of courage checks that are inherent to the 
game rules: Rout Checks (2.1) and Fear Checks (2.2), both de-
scribed below, in the sections corresponding to their order in 
the phase. In addition, some spells or unit abilities might force 
different kinds of courage checks.

2.0.4 Courage Phase Steps

The courage phase consists of six steps, listed below in the 
order that they occur.

1) Rout Checks

2) Fear Checks

3) Other Courage Checks

4) Free Attacks

5) Rout Movement

6) Courage Cleanup

Sections 2.1 to 2.6 describe each of these steps. Each unit 
checks only once per step, no matter how many checks were called 
for since the last opportunity. The remaining checks don’t carry 
over.

Example: During your opponent’s movement and command 
phase, your Hawk Swordsmen are pinched by a Skeleton Troll and 
a Zombie Troll (both Fearsome) and the opponent plays Wave of 
Terror (which causes all of your units to make fear checks in the 
next courage phase).  Therefore, three fear checks and one rout 
check (for the pinch) were called for. The Hawk Swordsmen roll 
one rout check in step 1, and one fear check in step 2. All the other 
pending fear checks go away.
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2.1 Rout Checks
Rout checks occur when a situation might cause your unit’s 

courage to fail entirely, sending it running in a rout. While this 
situation is not irreversible, it is bad news, especially if the unit 
was engaged when it routed.

Various situations cause rout checks. The situations that nor-
mally cause rout checks are pinching (1.4.6.6) and being knocked 
into the yellow or into the red (3.2.3.1.1). Any unit that had a rout 
check forced on it since the last opportunity checks in this step, no 
matter how recent the check.

2.1.1 Failed Rout Checks while Engaged

When a ready unit which was engaged at the beginning of 
that courage phase fails a rout check, it routs (1.0.4).  Erase its 
standing order and turn it to face directly away from an enemy 
unit of your choice that it is engaged with, if able. Until the unit 
rallies (1.3.2.6), its standing order remains blank to indicate it 
is routing.

During the free attacks step (2.4) each non-routing unit gets 
free attacks (2.4) against each routing unit it was engaged with 
at the beginning of the phase.

Note: Sometimes, in the process of turning a routing unit 
away from an enemy, it will no longer be touching one or more 
other enemy units that it began the phase engaged with.  Even if 
this happens, all the enemy units that began the phase engaged 
with it will get free attacks on it.

2.1.2 Failed Rout Checks while Unengaged

When a ready unit was unengaged at the beginning of the 
courage phase fails a rout check, it becomes disrupted (1.0.3).  
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Erase its standing order and replace it with the  but do not 
move the unit.  Until the unit is reorganized (1.3.2.5), it may not 
move or make a ranged attack, and it suffers a penalty when 
making engaged attacks.

If a unit would automatically rally after a failed rout check 
(e.g. because of either a special ability or a Command Card), 
then instead of being disrupted, the unit’s standing order chang-
es to an unmodified Hold (1.1.4).

2.1.3 Failed Rout Checks while Disrupted

If a disrupted unit fails a rout check it routs (1.0.4), regardless 
of whether it was engaged or unengaged.

2.1.4 Failed Rout Checks while Routing

If a routing unit fails a rout check it is immediately 
destroyed (3.3).

2.1.5 Back-Up Units

If a backed-up unit fails a rout check you may choose to 
de stroy it instead of having it rout. If you choose to destroy the 
unit, you just move one of its back-up units into its place. Re-
placing a destroyed unit with a back-up unit does not count as 
normal movement; instead, it is assumed that the back-up unit 
trickles in gradually, replacing the original unit as it flees or is 
destroyed. Therefore, it happens immediately, re gardless of the 
MC of the backup unit, neither side is considered charging or 
final rushing, and no fear or terror checks occur. Treat the situ-
ation as an ongoing engagement, so nothing that happens at the 
beginning of an engagement occurs.

2.2 Fear Checks
Fear checks are normally required when charged (3.2.3.2.1) by a 
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Fearsome or Terrifying unit (7.7).

If your unit fails a required fear check, it is “Frightened” and 
gets a (-1)/-1/-1 penalty for the remainder of the turn. A unit 
that passes the fear check suffers no penalty.  A unit that normally 
“Passes all Courage Checks”, “Passes all Fear Checks” or has no 
Courage level number is immune to the Frightened penalty.

2.3 Other Courage Checks
Some command card or unit abilities might call for courage 

checks that are neither rout checks nor fear checks. Take these 
checks after all rout and fear checks have been taken, and follow 
the instructions on the card for success or failure.

In general, if the consequences of a courage check would be 
irrelevant (usually because the unit failed a rout check and the 
consequences of the second check don’t apply to routing units) you 
don’t need to roll the check.

2.4 Free Attacks
After both players have rolled all courage checks for the round, 

each unit makes free attacks, starting with the active player’s units. 
These attacks work like engaged attacks in the combat phase, and 
a unit can take these attacks even if that unit already attacked in 
the combat phase, already made a free attack against a different 
unit in this phase, or the like.

Note: All relevant combat modifiers (3.2.3) apply to free attacks 
as well. In virtually all cases, for example, at least one unit will get 
the rear attacking bonus (3.2.3.2.4).

2.5 Rout Movement
After all free attacks and second rout checks, each unit routed 
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this phase moves (See 1.4.7.7). If, after this movement, the routing 
unit is still engaged with one or more enemy units, the routing unit 
is destroyed.

On the turn it routs from an engagement, a unit will move to 
maximize the space between it and the enemy unit(s) with which 
it was engaged.

2.6 Courage Cleanup
Normally, after free attacks and rout movement have been 

resolved, the courage phase ends. In some cases, however, ad-
ditional courage checks might be triggered as a result of events 
that happened in the courage phase but after the appropriate step 
to take the check. For example, a unit might have routed and then 
been forced to take a second check as a result of damage from the 
free attack.

In the Courage Cleanup step, if any courage checks remain, 
go back to step 1 and repeat the phase, instead of ending it. While 
unlikely, repeating the phase may trigger yet more courage checks; 
do not leave the Courage Phase until all outstanding checks have 
been resolved.

Note: Each time you perform step 1, step 2, or step 3, every unit 
with one or more outstanding courage checks takes exactly one 
check, and forgets any other pending checks for that step. There-
fore, you only repeat the phase if a new check arose after that step.

3.0 Combat Phase
In the Combat Phase, units make ranged attacks or attack in melee, if 
they are engaged. 

Battleground simulates the simultaneous nature of warfare. Each of 
your engaged units will attack on every turn, yours or your oppo-
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nent’s. (Ranged units fight only on your own turn).

3.0.1 Combat Phase Order
The combat phase contains four individual steps, each de-

scribed below. They are:

Step 1: Choosing Defenders (3.1)

Step 2: Active Player’s Attacks (3.2)

Step 3: Non-Active Player’s Attacks (3.2)

Step 4: Combat Consequences (3.3 & 3.4)

Note: Even though the active player’s units attack before the 
inactive player’s, this is for convenience only. For the purposes 
of the game, attacks are assumed to be simultaneous, so even 
if your unit is damaged or destroyed by an enemy unit, it still 
makes its own attack, and does so at its initial strength for the 
phase.

3.1 Choosing Defenders
Each unit must attack one and only one enemy unit each turn, 

regardless of how many legal targets it has. For shooting units, the 
targets are usually determined by the unit’s orders. For engaged 
units, if more than one enemy unit is a potential target, you as the 
commander decide. The different methods of determining targets 
for ranged and engaged attacks are explained in the following 
sections.

Note:  Your units only perform ranged attacks if it is your turn 
and your unit was not engaged at any point of that turn.  Engaged 
units fight on both players’ turns.

Note: Units make attacks (ranged or engaged) regardless of 



standing orders. For example, an unengaged unit with a ranged 
attack will fire even if it has the Close standing order.

3.1.1 Shooting Attack Defenders

In your combat phase, you determine which enemy unit, if 
any, each of your non-engaged units with a ranged attack ( ) 
will shoot at.

To determine the target of a ranged attack, find the nearest 
enemy (1.4.1.4.2).  That unit must be within your unit’s maxi-
mum range and front arc. If you can draw an unblocked line 
from the front center point of your unit to any center point of 
that unit, it is your target. Otherwise, try again with the next 
closest enemy unit. Repeat this process until you have deter-
mined your unit’s target, or until you have determined that all 
units in range are illegal targets.

What kinds of obstructions block a ranged attack vary 
depending on whether that attack is an indirect fire attack (the 
default) or a line of sight attack (noted on the back of the card).  
The following two sections describe how these rules vary.

Note: A unit with no legal target won’t fire this turn. A unit 
with a legal target must fire; you can’t choose not to take a 
ranged attack.

Note: Unless a ranged unit is under direct control, it will 
fire on the closest legal target; you have no say in the matter. 
If a ranged unit is under direct control, you can pick any legal 
target to shoot at.

Reminder: Units with an enemy unit objective count that 
objective as the closest enemy unit. (They still fire at the closest 
legal target, so if the objective unit isn’t a legal target, they will 
fire at another enemy unit if able).
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3.1.1.1 Indirect Fire Attacks

Indirect fire attacks make up the bulk of ranged attacks in 
Battleground. Indirect fire represents a weapon that doesn’t 
need to travel in a perfectly straight line to the target, like a 
bow. Because of this, indirect fire is blocked by fewer obstruc-
tions than direct fire. Your unit still needs to be able to figure 
out where the enemy is, but they don’t need to be able to shoot 
directly at it. The following block indirect fire:

-Enemy units that aren’t smaller than the target (for example, 
you can fire at a Large unit even if a normal enemy unit is in 
the way).

-Terrain features or other obstructions that block line of sight 
(or specifically block missile fire).

3.1.1.2 Line of Sight Attacks

Units with line of sight attacks (noted on the back of the unit 
card) have attacks that need to travel in a straight line, like jav-
elins or crossbows. These attacks are more easily blocked. Any 
unit or line-of-sight blocking terrain feature blocks line of sight 
attacks, with one exception: units can fire over any unit smaller 
than the target, and friendly units smaller than themselves.

Example: A Large sized ranged attacker with line of sight 
can fire over friendly units without the Large or Colossal size 
keyword, but a unit without a size keyword can’t fire over 
friendly units.

Example: An Orc Crossbowmen unit (a line of sight at-
tacker) can’t fire at an enemy Hawk Swordsmen unit (a normal 
sized infantry unit) if it is blocked by a friendly or enemy unit. 
The Orc Crossbowmen can, however, fire over friendly and/or 
enemy units to attack a Hill Giant (a Large sized unit).
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3.1.1.3 Low Arc Attacks

Units with low arc ranged attacks (noted on the back of the 
unit card) have attacks that travel in an arc, but with a limited 
angle, like a ballista or a cannon. These attacks can fire over 
certain kinds of obstructions, but would be dangerous to fire 
into a melee because you can’t arc them well enough to make 
sure you’ll only hit the enemy. These attacks are more flexible 
than line of sight attacks, but less than indirect fire. They have 
all the rules for an indirect fire attack, except for the following:

-A low arc weapon can’t fire at engaged units.

-For a low arc weapon, a unit engaged with a smaller unit 
doesn’t count as being engaged.

Note: Because the low arc weapon doesn’t count a unit 
engaged with a smaller unit as engaged at all, it can fire at that 
unit despite the engagement.

3.1.2 Engaged Attack Defenders

Engaged units may only attack units they are engaged with; 
they can’t make ranged attacks. If a unit is engaged with more 
than one enemy unit, it attacks one enemy unit it is engaged 
with of your choice.

3.2 Attacks
When it is your turn to attack in the combat phase (3.0.1) you 

resolve all your attacks (and actions that count as attacks, like 
spells).  Mark off damage immediately so you don’t forget, but any 
consequences of attacks or attack damage don’t apply this phase; 
units function as if they were attacking at the start of the phase, 
even if they are damaged or destroyed. The order of these attacks 
and how to roll them are described in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Attack Order

When it is your turn to attack, resolve all your attacks in any 
order you want. You don’t need to resolve shooting attacks before 
or after engaged attacks, or even all at once; you can resolve some 
shooting, then some engaged attacks, then go back to shooting, if 
you find that easier.

Note: Once you have determined an attack’s target (3.1) that 
target is “locked in” for this phase. Even if the target takes enough 
damage from other units to be destroyed, you can’t switch targets.

Note: If one of your units is attacking a unit that has already 
taken enough damage to be destroyed, you don’t need to roll that 
attack if you don’t want to. You still can’t switch to a different tar-
get, even if another one is legal.

Reminder: Because you don’t apply any consequences of at-
tacks until after all attacks have been made, the order you resolve 
attacks in rarely matters. Even if a shooting attack damages or 
destroys an engaged unit, it still fights at initial strength, counts as 
being at that strength for the whole phase, and so on.

3.2.2 Rolling an Attack

An attack consists of rolling two sets of dice. First, you roll to 
hit, then you roll to see which hits successfully deal damage.

For both of these rolls, you start with a certain number of dice, 
each of which represents a single attack. Every die that is equal to 
or less than a target number succeeds; dice that are greater than 
the target number fail. A roll of “1” on a die is always a success. 
A roll of “6” on a die is always a failure, but see the Overkill rule 
(3.2.2.3).

To determine the target numbers and number of dice you roll, 
you will look at the attack ( ) stats on your unit card, the defense 
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( ) stats on your opponent’s unit card, and consult the sections 
below.

3.2.2.1 Rolling to Hit

When you roll to hit, roll a number of dice equal to your unit’s 
attack dice, the first attack stat, in parenthesis: (5) 5/5.

Each die hits if it is equal to or less than your unit’s offensive 
skill ( (5) 5/5) minus the enemy unit’s defensive skill (  2/3).

Example: Your Ravenwood Swordsmen are attacking a unit of 
Orc Spearmen. You roll 5 dice, and get a 1, a 2, a 2, a 5, and a 6. 
Each die that rolls 3 or less (5-2) is a hit, so you’ve hit three times. 
For each of these hits, you then roll to see if it deals damage, de-
scribed below.

3.2.2.2 Rolling to Damage

When you roll damage, the number of dice you roll is equal to 
the number of hits you scored when rolling to hit (3.2.2.1).  If an 
effect forces you to make a damage roll without making a hit roll, 
it will specify the number of dice you roll.

Each die hits if it is equal to or less than your unit’s power 
( (5) 5/5) minus the enemy unit’s toughness (  2/3).  For each 
successful hit, mark off one damage box on the enemy unit.



Example: Continuing the example from the previous section, 
your Ravenwood Swordsmen have scored three hits on the oppo-
nent’s Orc Spearmen. Therefore you roll three dice, and roll 2, 3, 
and 6. Your target number was 2 (5-3) so you score one damage. 
Your opponent marks off the first damage box on the Orc Spear-
men.

3.2.2.3 Target Numbers Above 5 (AKA Overkill Rule)

When rolling an attack, either to hit or damage, your target 
number might be six or higher if your attack stat is significantly 
higher than the opponent’s defense stat. This is called overkill.

A roll of “6” on a die is always a failure, but if your target num-
ber is 6 or above, you benefit from the overkill rule. For each point 
that your target number exceeds five, you can turn one “6” you roll 
on a die into a 5. This applies before command cards that modify 
dice.

Example: If your unit has a 7 attack skill and your opponent’s 
unit has a 1 defense skill, your target number is 6. If you roll five 
dice and roll 2, 3, 3, 5, and 6, you could turn the 6 into a 5 and 
hit with all five dice. If you rolled 2, 3, 3, 6, and 6, you could only 
change one 6 into a 5, and would hit with four of your dice.

3.2.2.4 Target Numbers Below 1

If your unit is particularly outmatched by the opponent’s unit, 
your target number might be 0, or even a negative number. When 
you roll dice, there is no functional difference between a target 
number of 1 and a target number below 1; a roll of “1” on a die 
always succeeds.

Note: Command cards change the unit’s stats, not the target 
numbers, so if your target number is -1 and you play a command 
card that gives your unit +2 to the relevant stat, your target num-
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ber becomes 1, not 3.

3.2.2.5 Damage Modification

Most times every success on the damage roll will result in one 
damage box crossed off on the enemy unit.  But sometimes there 
will be Command Cards, faction abilities, and/or special rules 
that affect the amount of damage inflicted after the dice have been 
rolled and special rules such as Overkill has modified the dice.  
Examples include the Umenzi faction ability Faith Armor.  Only 
Command Cards, faction abilities, and special rules that state they 
take place when the defender “has received damage” do so during 
Damage Modification.

Note:  as of this printing, the Command Cards and faction abili-
ties that happen during Damage Modification are:

Carthage:  Determination (faction ability)

Dark Elves:  Pain Touch (faction ability)

Lizardmen:  Fury (faction ability)

Saurian Strength (Command Card)

Undead:  Festering Wound (Command Card)

Umenzi: Faith Armor (faction ability)

 Devotion of Transference (Command Card)

Note: Some Command Cards are played during an attack but 
also add or subtract damage during Damage Modification (e.g. 
the High Elf Deadly Blow Command Card).  Any bonuses to the 
attack happen while rolling the dice, and then damage is modified 
during this step.
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3.2.2.6 Command Cards in Attacks 

Most (though not all) Battleground command cards are played 
during attacks (3.2.2.8). Each individual card will specify when 
you can play it, and cards are also color coded for your conve-
nience. Red cards apply to your attacks, blue cards apply to your 
opponent’s attacks, and green cards are not used in attacks.

You can play command cards in any attack before and after 
the roll to hit, the roll to wound, and during damage modification.  
You can only play one card per full attack, however, so if you play 
a card to before your to-hit roll, you can’t play another card before 
your damage roll for example.  Apply the effects of command 
cards as soon as they are played.  No one can play further cards 
until the current card has applied in full.  You don’t need to pay 
command actions or any other costs to play cards (unless the indi-
vidual card says otherwise). You can still play further cards on that 
unit this phase if appropriate, though, for example if you want to 
play a defense card when an opposing unit attacks yours.

Note: The specific rules of a command card or unit override 
any general rules in this section or the next, so if for example a 
unit says you can play two cards on its attack, that overrides the 
rule that says you can only play one.

3.2.2.7 Faction Abilities in Attacks 

Some factions have abilities that can be used during an attack.  
These abilities are activated at the same time that Command Cards 
are played (3.2.2.8).  If the ability states that it counts as a Com-
mand Card, then you may not play a Command Card on the same 
attack.  Otherwise, you may use your faction ability on the same 
attack when you would play Command Cards. 
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3.2.2.8 Command Card & Faction Ability Sequence

When there is an option to play a Command Card or use a fac-
tion ability, use the following Command Card Sequence:

1) Attacker plays a Red card and/or faction ability or passes.

2) Defender plays a Blue card and/or faction ability or passes.

3) If the Attacker passed at step 1 and the Defender played a 
Command Card and/or uses a faction ability at step 2, the Attacker 
may play a Command Card and/or use a faction ability.  If the de-
fender passed at step 2, the attacker may not play a card in step 3.

3.2.2.8.2 Green Command Cards

A unit may not be affected by identical Green command cards 
played in the same phase.

3.2.2.9 Summary of Attack Sequence 

Below is a the full sequence for an Attack, including when 
Command Cards and Faction Abilities occur.

Attack Sequence:
1) To-Hit Roll: Attacker determines the number of dice rolled and the 
target number.
1a) Pre-Hit Roll Command Card Sequence
1b) Attacker rolls To-Hit dice.
1c) Dice are modified by special rules (ex: Ravenwood Nets, Overkill)
1d) Post-Hit Roll Command Card Sequence

2) To-Wound Roll:  Attacker determines the number of dice rolled and 
the target number.
2a) Pre-Wound Roll Command Card Sequence
2b) Attacker rolls To-Wound dice.
2c) Dice are modified by special rules (ex: Overkill)
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2d) Post-Wound Roll Command Card Sequence

3) Damage Modification:  Attacker tallies up number of wounds in-
flicted.
3a) Attacker modifies damage by special rules (Ex: Lizardmen Fury)
3b) Defender modifies damage by special rules (Ex: Umenzi Faith 
Armor)
3c) Attacker modifies damage with Command Cards
3d) Defender modifies damage with Command Cards

Each player may play only 1 card during each Combat Se-
quence. If he played a Command Card during an earlier stage of 
the Combat Sequence, he automatically passes at every following 
Command Card Sequence of that Combat Sequence.  Faction 
abilities which count as playing a command card are treated as 
command cards.

3.2.3 Combat Modifiers

Many battlefield situations are beneficial or detrimental to a 
unit’s ability to fight. In Battleground, these situations are repre-
sented by combat modifiers which give units bonuses or penal-
ties to the numbers printed on the unit card. These modifiers are 
grouped into four categories: general modifiers (3.2.3.1,) engaged 
modifiers (3.2.3.2,) ranged modifiers (3.2.3.3,) and terrain-based 
modifiers (3.2.3.4).

Engaged and ranged modifiers apply only to those kinds of 
attacks, even if the conditions can hold for an attack of a different 
kind. For example, only engaged attacks receive a bonus for at-
tacking the rear of an enemy unit.

Any and all appropriate combat modifiers apply to each attack 
or unit, and all the bonuses and penalties are cumulative.
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3.2.3.1 General Combat Modifiers

General combat modifiers represent conditions that apply to a 
unit at all times, regardless of what kind of attack it is performing, 
or even if it isn’t involved in an attack at all.

3.2.3.1.1 In the Yellow or In the Red

Units that have taken losses fight less effectively than units 
that are fresh and uninjured. When a unit has lost all green health 
boxes, it is in the yellow. When it has lost all green and all yellow 
boxes it is in the red. Units in the yellow get (-1) -0/-0 and 

-1. Units in the red get (-2) -0/-0 and  -2.

Note: A unit counts as in the yellow or in the red when it has 
lost all of the boxes in the previous color. It need not have lost any 
boxes of the appropriate color. For example, Orc Swordsmen have 
four green health boxes. They are in the yellow after taking four 
damage, not five.

3.2.3.1.2 Frightened

A Frightened unit is afraid enough of the enemy that its attacks 
are less effective, but not so afraid that it has turned to run away. 
Usually, conditions occur as the result of a Fear Check (2.2). 
A Frightened unit gets (-1) -1/-1.

3.2.3.1.3 Disrupted

A disrupted unit is one that has lost its will to fight, but is not 
yet broken.  The warriors in the back ranks do not press forward 
while those in the front cower behind their shields and make only 
halfhearted attacks.  A disrupted unit does not make any ranged 
attacks and gets (-1) -1/-1 for engaged attacks.



3.2.3.2 Engaged Combat Modifiers

The following combat modifiers apply only to attacks made by 
engaged units.

3.2.3.2.1 Charging

When units initially make contact, they will sometimes rush 
towards each other, their momentum lending strength to their 
initial attacks. In Battleground, a unit is charging if it has the 
Close standing order, was not engaged at the start of the turn, and 
is attacking to its front. A Charging units get (+2) +0/+0 if they 
have at least 4 base attack dice when engaged.  Otherwise they get 

(+1) +0/+0.

A unit’s base attack dice are the number of attack dice the unit 
gets while engaged and charging, modified only by a unit being 
in the yellow or red (3.2.3.1.1).  No other modifiers (e.g. command 
cards, spells, special rules like Blood Frenzy) affect the unit’s base 
dice. 

Note: Unlike in some games, in Battleground a unit can charge 
even if it isn’t its controller’s turn. As long as all the conditions 
above apply to a unit, that unit is charging, no matter who is the 
active player. Units will often both receive the charging bonus 
against each other on the first round of combat.

Note:  A unit is considered charging for the entire turn.  If a 
charging unit routs an enemy unit rout, the charging unit gets all 
bonuses for charging during Free Attacks (2.4).

3.2.3.2.2 Impact Hits

Some units are particularly dangerous on the charge, their large 
size or raw determination ensuring that they simply plow into the 
enemy, causing some casualties by mass alone. If a unit receives 
one or more impact hits, when that unit is charging (3.2.3.2.1) add 
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one die per impact hit to the damage roll. You don’t need to roll to 
hit with these dice; simply add them to the pool of dice when you 
roll for damage. You get these dice even if all your initial attacks 
missed.

All charging cavalry units get one impact hit, unless the unit 
card notes otherwise.

3.2.3.2.3 Flanking and Attacking to Your Flank

If a unit attacks the left or the right of an enemy unit, that unit is 
flanking and gets (+0) +1/+0. See 1.4.6.5.4.

If a unit attacks an enemy that is engaged with one of its side 
points, that unit is attacking to its flank and gets (-1) -0/-0.

3.2.3.2.4 Rear Attacking and Attacking to Your Rear

If a unit attacks the rear side of an enemy unit, that unit is rear 
attacking and gets (+0) +1/+1.

If a unit attacks an enemy unit that is engaged with its rear side 
point, that unit is attacking to its rear and gets (+0) -1/-1.

3.2.3.2.5 Pinching

If your attacking unit is engaged with only one enemy unit, and 
that enemy unit is also engaged on a different side, your unit is 
pinching and gets (+0) +1/+1.

Note: All of your units that are eligible receive the pinching 
bonus, so if an enemy unit is engaged by your units on two sides, 
and neither of your units are otherwise engaged, attacks by both of 
your units get the bonus.

Note: Each individual pinch provides a bonus, and those bo-
nuses are cumulative. For example, if an enemy unit is engaged by 
your units on three sides, your units each get (+0) +2/+2.
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3.2.3.3 Ranged Combat Modifiers

The following modifiers apply to ranged attacks.

3.2.3.3.1 Long Range and Extreme Range

If the target unit is more than 7” away from your unit, your unit 
is firing at long range. Attacks at long range get (-0) -1/-0.

If the target unit is more than 14” away from your unit, your 
unit is firing at extreme range. Attacks at extreme range get 

(-0) -2/-0.

Note: Long Range and Extreme Range are the same for all 
units, regardless of maximum range. Some units are unable to fire 
at long and/or extreme range due to their maximum ranges.

3.2.3.3.2 Cavalry Target

If your unit is shooting at a target with the Cavalry keyword 
printed on the back of the unit card, it gets (-0) -1/-0.

3.2.3.3.3 Large and Colossal Target

If your unit is shooting at a target with the Large keyword 
printed on the back of the unit card, it gets (+0) +1/+0.

If your unit is shooting at a target with the Colossal keyword 
printed on the back of the unit card, it gets (+0) +2/+0.

3.2.3.3.4 Move and Shoot

If your unit is shooting on a turn in which it moved, it gets 
(-0) -1/-0 but see below.

Non-cavalry units with ranged attacks may avoid any applica-
ble move-and-shoot penalty if they are at least one MC below the 
maximum they could do, given maneuvers and terrain.  (For ex-
ample, a unit which has a base MC of 3.5” but is on rough ground 
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(-1 to MC, or 2.5”) must move at most 1.75” to avoid the move-and-
shoot penalty.)  Cavalry units must be at least 3 MC below their 
maximum in order to avoid the move-and-shoot penalty.

This rule does not affect units which never receive a move-and-
shoot penalty, nor units which may not move and shoot.

3.2.3.3.5 Fast Moving Target

When your unit makes a ranged attack at a target which would 
move with a MC of 7” or more based on its current standing orders 
and any other modifiers on its next turn, or did so on the current 
turn, your unit gets (-0) -1/-0.

3.2.3.4 Terrain Modifiers

Terrain influences the battle in many ways, if present, most of 
which are described in section 6. There are, however, several kinds 
of combat modifiers that apply to units based on terrain features, 
collected below.

3.2.3.4.1 High Ground

A unit has the High Ground if more than half of the unit is on a 
higher elevation than more than half of the enemy unit.

Units attacking an enemy on Higher Ground get (-0)-1/-0 for 
engaged attacks.  Units making a ranged attack against an enemy 
on Higher Ground subtract 3.5” from the short/long/extreme range 
brackets (i.e. short range against a unit on High Ground becomes 
3.5”, and anything further than 10.5” becomes Extreme Range.)

Units on Higher Ground making a ranged attack against an 
enemy on lower elevation add 3.5” to the short/long/extreme range 
brackets (i.e. short range becomes 10.5”).

Units on high ground have line of sight to anything on lower 
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ground not blocked by non-airborne units or LOS blocking terrain 
of equal or higher elevation.

3.2.3.4.2 Soft or Hard Cover

A unit has cover (hard or soft) against attacks if more than half 
of the unit is within a terrain feature that grants it. In the case of 
cover-granting terrain that a unit doesn’t stand inside (like a wall 
or fence) the unit has the appropriate cover if at least half of the 
side facing the attacker is abutted to the obstacle and the defend-
ing unit’s standing order is Hold. Units attacking an enemy in Soft 
cover get (-0)-1/-0.  Units attacking an enemy in Hard cover 
get (-0)-2/-0.

Note: Cover applies to both ranged and engaged attacks, but 
some terrain (like forests) may specify that the cover applies only 
to one or the other.

3.2.3.5 Weapon Special Rules

In Battleground, very few weapons have special rules covered 
by the rulebook. (Those that do are covered in section 7).  Instead, 
most weapon special rules, for example spears, bows, and so forth, 
are described directly on the back of the units that are equipped 
with them.

3.3 Destroyed Units
During the Combat Consequences step, any unit that has no re-

maining health boxes is destroyed. Remove it from the battlefield.

Note: If a unit loses all health boxes in another phase, like the 
Courage Phase, remove it from play at the end of that phase.

Note:  If the rules state a unit is destroyed while it still has 
health boxes remaining (e.g. a routing unit being engaged by an 
enemy unit), follow the process here.
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3.4 Damaged Units
When a unit is knocked into the yellow or red, or if a unit takes 

any damage at all in the red, that unit must make a rout check (2.1) 
at the next available opportunity. Damage that doesn’t trigger these 
conditions or destroy the unit has no immediate effect.

Note: Because units can take only one rout check at once, a unit 
makes only one rout check even if it is knocked directly from the 
green to the red in one phase.

4.0 End of Turn
After completing and resolving the post-combat Courage Phase and 
making sure all destroyed units have been removed from play, the 
active player’s turn ends. The next player becomes the active player 
and begins his Movement and Command Phase.

5.0 Army Creation and Setup
For your first few games of Battleground, we recommend you keep 
it simple. Play with a starter army (included with your faction,) and 
a basic open battlefield. After you get the hang of the game, though, 
you’ll want to try your own mix of units to suit your play style and the 
situation at hand, and you might want to mix up the battlefield with 
terrain, unusual objectives, or adverse conditions. This combination 
of terrain and special rules is called a scenario.

This section tells you how to mix it up. From rules for making your 
own custom army to ways to incorporate scenarios into your games, 
this section tells you what to do before the first unit card is placed.

5.1 Points Budgets
At the beginning of the game, agree with your opponent on a 

points budget for your armies. Every unit card (and some army 
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special abilities) costs army creation points. You can also buy 
starting command cards for 25 points each, drawn at random after 
units are placed but before orders are issued.

You don’t need to spend all of your points budget. Any rule that 
depends on army size, like the rule determining how many com-
mand actions you get per turn, depends on the points budget, not 
how many points you actually spent or how many points worth of 
units remain on the table.

Standard points budgets are 1500 for a small game, 2000 for a 
standard game, or 2500 for a larger game. Higher or lower points 
budgets are perfectly acceptable, but might need special rules. See 
section 5.4.2.

5.2 Core and Elite Units
For each faction, some units form the backbone of your forces, 

called core units. Some, on the other hand, are rare and unusual, 
called elite units. A unit’s status as core or elite, if any, is listed on 
the back of the unit card, after the points value.

You must have at least one core unit in your army per 500 
points in your point budget.

You can’t have more than one of each of your elite units in your 
army per 1000 points in your point budget.

Example: A 1500 point army must have at least three core units 
(of any type).  That army can have any number of total elite units, 
but no more than one of each type of elite unit.

Note: While there are no limits on units that are neither core 
nor elite, some scenarios might place limits on these units or oth-
erwise talk about them. In these cases, non-core, non-elite units 
are called standard units.
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Note: The first three Battleground armies released predate the 
Core and Elite rule, so their unit cards don’t specify the status of 
the units. Core and elite status for these units is given in section 
8.1.

5.3 Mercenaries
Battleground features some factions, currently the Monsters 

and Mercenaries, that can be fielded as mercenary units in any 
army. In addition, some scenarios might allow you to use different 
factions as mercenaries or you and your opponent may agree to 
designate any faction as mercenary. This section explains how to 
add mercenary units to your army.

Note: Unsurprisingly, you shouldn’t add mercenaries to a his-
torical army if you’re trying to simulate a historical conflict.

5.3.1 Primary Faction

Each player picks a primary faction when creating his or her 
army. Any units that don’t belong to the primary faction are 
considered mercenary units.

5.3.2 Core and Elite Mercenaries

Mercenary units, even if they are core, can’t fulfill the core 
unit requirement for your army. You still need to abide by the 
elite restriction for mercenary units.

5.3.3 Mercenaries and Command Cards

You must use your primary faction’s command deck.

Each card that is common to all factions (numbered 1-20 
in the command deck) functions normally on all your units, 
primary or mercenary. Each faction-specific command card 
(numbered 21-30) can’t be played on or otherwise influence a 
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mercenary unit.

If you are playing with mercenaries, you can choose to re-
move cards 21-30 from your deck after deployment if you wish.

5.3.4 Mercenaries and Army Abilities

Each unit, primary or mercenary, uses its own army ability 
or abilities, not the army ability of the primary faction. Using 
a mercenary unit’s army ability costs 1 additional command 
action, if applicable.

You can’t use non-unit army abilities (for example, 
Carthage’s Foresight ability, or the Dark Elf Premeditation abil-
ity) if that faction isn’t your primary faction.

Example: If a Dark Elf army is using Monsters & Mercenar-
ies as a mercenary faction, the Dark Elves can use Pain Touch 
and all command cards as normal, with no penalties. The Mon-
sters & Mercenaries units can’t use Pain Touch or unique Dark 
Elf command cards. The Dark Elf player can still use spoils 
ability on Monsters & Mercenaries units but it costs 2 com-
mand actions each, not 1.

5.4 Scenarios
Scenarios are special sets of rules that change the battlefield, 

add terrain (section 6) or add special rules and/or victory condi-
tions. Scenarios might also change the rules of army creation, 
or anything you like. You and your opponent can agree to play a 
scenario of your choosing before the battle, and we also provide 
several products that contain scenarios that we’ve balanced for fun 
play.

Unlike some wargames, Battleground gives you the freedom to 
tailor your army without the expense of buying more units, since 
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you get everything in the faction box. Because of this, we suggest 
you build your armies after you’ve seen the terrain and scenario. 
A unit you normally dislike might be just the thing to crack an 
unusual situation.

5.4.1 Official Scenarios

As of this printing, Your Move Games provides scenarios in 
three ways.

The Scenario Book is a booklet of  eight pre-made scenarios 
that can inspire you to make your own special rules, and intro-
duce you to factions you don’t own.

Kingdoms is a card-based scenario generation system that 
makes randomized scenarios by matching cards containing 
terrain with cards containing special rules. By dealing out one 
of each, you never play the same game twice. Kingdoms also 
contains rules for combining multiple games into an ongoing 
campaign. One deck is all you need to run a large campaign.

Historical releases (currently the Punic War and Alexander 
vs. Persia) contain scenario booklets with the Expansion set. 
These scenario booklets contain suggestions on how to re-enact 
famous battles of the age using the Battleground system.

5.4.2 Large Games

Games with a point budget over 3000 points are considered 
large games. You can play a large game normally, but you 
should consider expanding the battlefield and deployment zones 
for larger games, so that weak but numerous armies continue 
to be able to threaten the flanks of more elite forces. You might 
also find that with more command actions and points, you need 
to add additional decks of command cards or even additional 
reinforcement decks, though this should occur only in very 
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large games.

5.4.3 Multiplayer

The easiest way to have more than two players in a game of 
Battleground is to fight in teams. The players on each side di-
vide up their points and command actions appropriately. 
Because the team with more players will often have a harder 
time making efficient use of their command actions you may 
wish to award that team additional building points, or some 
other scenario-based advantage.

Example: Player A plays 3,000 points against player B, play-
ing 1,100 points, and player C, playing 1,900 points. On player 
A’s turn he has 6 command actions, and on the shared B and 
C turn, player B has 2 command actions while player C has 4 
command actions.

Note: Each player may play a different army and or faction.

Note: Players may only use command actions and play 
command cards on their own units.

6.0 Terrain
While we suggest you play your first few battles without terrain if you 
are new to tabeltop wargaming, the presence of even simple terrain 
features on a battlefield makes the game feel very different. The fol-
lowing section explains the rules for different terrain features.

Terrain can be very interesting, but also highly unbalancing. If one 
player has a strong defensive position, it can represent a large num-
ber of effective points if used correctly. Many official Battleground 
scenarios (5.4.1) contain pre-balanced terrain. You can also make 
terrain symmetrical as an easy way to assure that neither side gets an 
advantage.
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6.1 Representing Terrain
Your Move Games makes an official Battleground terrain pack, 

which contains fifteen square feet of dry-erasable, cut-out, flat 
terrain, on similar stock to the unit cards but laminated. All official 
scenarios use terrain from this terrain pack.

You can also represent terrain with any system of your own 
devising, from detailed miniatures terrain to construction paper.

6.2 Terrain Effects

Terrain has three broad effects: effects on movement, effects 
on combat, and effects on elevation. Each kind of modifier is de-
scribed below.

Each terrain modifier is a keyword; the effects of these key-
words are combat modifiers (3.2.3.4).

6.2.1 Terrain and Movement

Terrain acts to reduce or, in rare cases, increase the MC of 
units in it. A unit moves as slowly as the slowest moving part 
of that unit. So, if any part of a unit passes through terrain that 
hinders movement, the whole unit is slowed. In order to get a 
bonus to MC based on terrain, the unit must be entirely within 
that terrain feature for the entire move. 

Some unit keyword abilities change the bonuses or penalties 
that unit gets from terrain. In such cases, units might have more 
than one relevant keyword, for example High Elf Chariots, 
which are both cavalry and wheeled. If so, apply the least 
favorable keyword.

If a unit would encounter a hindering terrain feature (or leave 
a helpful one) and has already moved farther than the reduced 
MC would allow, advance the unit to the point where its MC 
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would decrease, then stop moving it.

Example: A unit of Hawk Swordsmen (  3.5”) on a road (+1 
MC) advances 4” and then reaches the end of the road. The 
unit would advance the full 4”, but stop before any part of the 
card left the road.

6.2.2 Terrain and Combat

Terrain provides various combat bonuses or penalties to 
units within it, noted by keyword in the terrain descriptions and 
fully explained in section (3.2.3.4). Unless otherwise stated, 
half of the unit card must be within the terrain feature to gain 
the bonus or suffer the penalty. If the terrain feature is a fortifi-
cation, like a wall, that units hide behind rather than occupy, at 
least half of the side of the unit card facing the attacker must be 
abutted to the terrain feature.

6.2.3 Terrain and Unit Elevation

Terrain elevation can help your units see over in tervening 
obstacles, including not only other terrain but also units. For the 
purposes of determining if a unit’s line of sight is blocked, you 
can ignore units that are shorter than the height of a hill or other 
terrain feature that the unit is standing on. On the other hand, units 
standing on terrain features might block line of sight if the height 
of the unit combined with the height of the feature is more than the 
attacker can ignore. When calculating clearly visible (1.4.1.2) count 
the height of the unit plus the height of any relevant terrain when 
comparing unit sizes. Like combat modifiers, half of the unit card 
must occupy terrain to gain any elevation from that terrain.

For simplicity, we assume units have effective heights based on 
whether they have the large or colossal keywords. Normal units 
are assumed to be 10’ high, large units 20’, and colossal units 30’.
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6.3 Terrain Types
The following terrain types represent a reasonable list of natu-

ral features for a battlefield, including relevant effects (6.2).  You 
might want to use terrain that doesn’t clearly fit any of these types; 
if so, agree with your opponent in advance on the effects of the 
terrain.

6.3.1 Roads

A unit moving along a road gets +1 MC, or +2 MC if it is 
wheeled.

6.3.2 Forests

A unit moving in a forest gets -1 MC, or -3 MC if it is large, 
colossal, and/or wheeled.

Forest provides soft cover (3.2.3.4.2) against shooting at-
tacks. More than 2.5” of forest blocks line of sight; forests are 
30’ high.

6.3.3 Low Brush

A unit moving in low brush gets -1 MC, or -3 MC if it is 
wheeled.

6.3.4 Shallow Water

A unit moving in shallow water gets -2 MC, or -1 MC if it is 
large. Colossal units ignore shallow water.

6.3.5 Deep Water

Large units move through deep water at -2 MC, colossal 
units at -1 MC. Deep water is impassable to other units. Units in 
deep water can’t shoot.
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6.3.6 Very Deep Water

Colossal units move through very deep water at -2 MC. 
Very deep water is impassable to other units. Units in very deep 
water can’t shoot.

6.3.7 River Rapids

Large units move through river rapids at -3 MC. Colossal 
units move through river rapids at -2 MC. River Rapids are 
impassable to other units. Units in River Rapids can’t shoot. 

6.3.8 Swamp or Bog

Units moving in a swamp get -2 MC, or -1 MC if the unit is 
large. Swamps are impassable to wheeled units. A unit moving 
in a swamp has soft cover against missile attacks.

Colossal units get no benefits or penalties from being in a 
swamp.

6.3.9 Shoreline

Units on a shoreline count as having the high ground 
(3.2.3.4.1) when engaged with units in the water.

6.3.10 Wet Ground or Sand

A unit moving on wet ground or sand gets -1 MC, or -2 MC 
if it is wheeled.

6.3.11 Rough Ground

A unit moving on rough ground gets -1 MC, -2 MC if it is 
cavalry, or -3 MC if it is wheeled.

6.3.12 Very Rough Ground

A unit moving on very rough ground gets -2 MC. Very rough 
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ground is impassable to cavalry and/or wheeled units.

6.3.13 Stakes

Unlike other terrain, stakes are directional: they form a wall 
of sharpened sticks with a facing. When you place the terrain 
piece, determine the facing. (Official stakes from the terrain 
pack have clear facing due to the graphic on the card).

Units behind the stakes (on the non-sharp side) get soft cover 
from attacks by units they are engaged with on the other side of 
the stakes. Units moving out of the stakes get -1 MC if they are 
cavalry (no penalty otherwise).  Units moving into stakes get 
-1 MC, or -3 MC if they are cavalry. Stakes are impassable (in 
either direction) for wheeled units.

6.3.14 Hedges, Low Walls or Fences

Non-large, non-colossal units moving across walls or fences 
get -1 MC. Walls and hedges are impassable to wheeled units.

Non-large, non-colossal units behind walls or fences get soft 
cover from all attacks by non-large, non-colossal units.

6.3.15 Hills

Elevation lines are usually used to indicate the height of 
hills; each elevation line indicates 10’ of elevation. Units mov-
ing uphill (crossing at least one elevation line) get -1 MC. Units 
on a hill have the high ground with regards to units on a lower 
elevation. Increase the unit’s effective height by the elevation of 
the part of the hill it occupies (6.2.3).

6.3.16 Fortifications

Fortifications represent a building that units can occupy, like 
a stone fortress, bunker, etc. Units in a fortification get hard 
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cover (3.2.3.4.2) from all attacks by units outside the fortifica-
tion. Fortification walls are impassable to all units. (Make sure 
to incorporate a door somewhere in the fortification!)

Fortification doors are hard cover for units defending them. 
Units can exit and enter them freely if no enemy unit is defend-
ing them. (Units defend a door by being abutted to it).

7.0 Unit Special Abilities
Most unit special abilities are fully described on the unit cards. Some 
units, though, have special abilities written in bold on the back of the 
unit card. In some cases, these keywords are “empty” (7.1) and only 
serve to interact with other rules or unit abilities, but in other cases, 
they are rules that are wordy, but used on many cards, which some-
times don’t have room for the full text. The rules for these abilities are 
described below.

7.1 Stock Keywords
Some keywords exist to note features of a unit that aren’t always 

relevant, but that combat modifiers, terrain modifiers, and other 
units might reference. Some examples are the cavalry, wheeled 
and large keywords. These keywords don’t have special rules of 
their own, but might come into play with terrain, other units, or 
combat modifiers. You don’t normally have to pay attention to 
these rules because they’re noted on the combat modifier card or 
the individual description for the terrain type, so they’re hard to 
forget about, but they are collected below for ease of reference.

Other units might have keywords that don’t appear to do any-
thing at all. In these cases, a faction ability or other aspect of the 
army will clarify what the keyword means.

Example: Units in the Undead army have the “Lesser Un-
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dead,” “Greater Undead,” and “Major Undead” keywords. 
These keywords relate to the Reanimation army ability and don’t 
do anything on their own.

7.1.1 Infantry

Infantry units consist of soldiers on foot.  This keyword is 
typically not printed on the unit card. Units are considered 
infantry if they lack all of the following keywords: large, colos-
sal, skirmisher, wheeled, cavalry.

7.1.2 Wheeled

Wheeled units are vehicles that rely on flat, unobstructed 
ground for their mobility and typically have trouble with rough 
terrain, but benefit from good roads. Wheeled units get different 
movement modifiers from other units in most terrain; the rules 
for each type of terrain, found in section 7, note whether wheeled 
units have unusual difficulty with that terrain.

7.1.3 Cavalry

Cavalry units consist of soldiers riding on large animals, usu-
ally horses, but sometimes drakes or other exotic creatures. All 
cavalry units are powerful on the charge and get an impact hit 
(3.2.3.2.2) to reflect this. Cavalry also move in a looser forma-
tion than infantry, giving them some protection from missiles 
(3.2.3.3.2).  Some terrain is unusually problematic or advantageous 
for cavalry, as noted in the terrain’s description in section 7.

7.1.4 Large

Large units consist of creatures that are significantly bigger 
than usual. This makes them easier to hit with ranged attacks 
(3.2.3.3.3).  Large units also have more or less difficulty with some 
terrain than conventionally sized units, as described in section 7.
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7.2 Flying
A unit with the flying keyword is capable of flying through 

the air in addition to moving on the ground.  Units with the flying 
keyword will usually have a Movement Class stated along with the 
keyword.  The movement class listed on the front of the unit card 
is the unit’s ground movement.  To denote that a unit is flying it is 
given the Airborne standing order modifier.  During deployment 
a unit with the Airborne modifier may not be placed over another 
unit.

7.2.1 Flying Movement

A flying unit uses its flying movement on the turns it takes off 
and lands.  A unit may not start flying (take off) and land in the 
same turn. When a unit lands it may face any direction (reform) 
for free.  While flying a unit may move straight and turn, but may 
not make any other maneuvers. While flying a unit ignores the 
Avoiding Overlap rule (1.4.7.1) and moves over other units, includ-
ing other flying units. When a flying unit lands, it must follow the 
Avoiding Overlap rule.

While flying a unit is considered to be at the same elevation as 
other fliers and to be on a higher evaluation than all ground units 
and terrain.

Note: This means a unit that is flying has High Ground 
(see 3.2.3.4.1) against all ground units.

Note: While flying a unit is not considered to be in terrain it is 
above.

7.2.1.1 Flying Units Landing

A flying unit may not land on a turn that it has its Standing 
Order changed/modified or is Direct Controlled.
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7.2.1.1.1 Agile Flying Units

Flying units with the keyword Agile do not suffer from the Fly-
ing Units Landing (7.2.1.1) rule.

7.2.1.2 Flying Units on Close

Unless directly controlled, a flying unit with the close stand-
ing order will land if its move takes it within its ground final rush 
distance of the nearest enemy and it will land as close to that en-
emy as possible. If possible it must land on what was at the start of 
the turn the facing side of that enemy. If it started partially or fully 
above the nearest enemy unit it will land on the far side of that unit 
if possible.

7.2.1.3 Flying Units and Location Objectives

A flying unit with a location as an objective will land when 
it reaches that objective. If the objective is occupied it will fly as 
close as possible to the objective then land.

7.2.2  Flying Units Combat
7.2.2.1 Flying Units attacking non-Flying Units

While flying a unit may not engage or become engaged with 
units on the ground.  A flying unit must begin the turn on the 
ground in order to final rush. Note: they may shoot and be shot at 
keeping in mind the High Ground range modification.

7.2.2.2 Flying Units attacking Flying Units

Flying units engage other flying units via regular final rush 
rules. All units are still considered flying while engaged, and all 
normal modifiers apply. (While flying units are “really” swooping, 
spinning, and flying around each other, this rule simulates the rela-
tive advantages of the combat, and assumes, for sake of simplicity, 
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that the combat will end where it began.)

7.2.3 Flying Units Rallying and Routing

Flying units automatically take off when routing and are consid-
ered flying until they are rallied. When a flying unit is rallied it is give 
the Hold order with the Airborne standing order modifier “A.”

7.2.4 Flying Units and Scenarios

A player may not attempt to create a draw by refusing to land 
flying units. Once a player has only flying units left on the field, he 
must either seek to engage the enemy at a reasonable speed or fly 
his units off the field (if appropriate to the scenario being played).

7.3 Colossal
A colossal unit comes as two cards, with half of the artwork on 

each card. We recommend taping these cards together using clear 
tape on the back of the cards. You can then fold along the taped 
edge to fit the cards back in your deck box.

The following rules apply to colossal units:

• If a rule or modifier applies to large units (7.1.4) that 
rule also applies to colossal units unless it states other-
wise. (For example, if a unit gets a bonus against large 
units, it gets the same bonus against a colossal unit). If 
the rule mentions both types of units (like the terrain 
rules in section 6) apply only the colossal unit rules.

• If a colossal unit’s movement is stopped by a non-
colossal friendly unit (for example using Indirect Path, 
1.4.7.2) it does one damage to that friendly unit. (This 
rule doesn’t apply if the colossal unit’s movement is 
capped or it is otherwise unable or unwilling to move 
far enough to be blocked by the friendly unit).
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• If it fails to do at least one damage during an engaged 
attack (before any damage prevention or redirection 
effects) it does one damage instead.

• It may final rush into any space that would be big 
enough for a normal unit.

• If there is insufficient room to fit both cards of the 
colossal unit, slide the front card under the enemy unit. 
(This represents the colossal unit standing over small 
enemies or grappling with large ones).

• If more room becomes available later, slide the card 
back out.

• It is considered to have three center points on its flank 
(the center of each card and the point where the two 
cards come together). Enemy units will final rush the 
nearest of these center points when final rushing this 
unit’s flank. In the case of two units final rushing the 
same flank, simply place them so that both cards get 
the maximum frontage engaged.

• It does not take rout checks from being pinched, unless 
the pinching unit is also colossal.

7.4 Javelin Rule
Some units carry a limited number of javelins or other ranged 

weapons that are launched as the unit charges. The Umenzi Jav-
elineers and Ravenwood Centaurs use this rule; more recent units 
specifically state on the back of their card that they use the Javelin 
rule. These units make line of sight ranged attacks as normal when 
unengaged but also get an extra ranged attack during the turn they 
engage if:



• They final rush that turn, OR

• They were unengaged at the start of the turn and are engaged 
on their front by a unit that began the turn out of their range.

The free attack is treated like a normal ranged attack, e.g. only 
range attack modifiers (3.2.3.3) are used.  Units making a javelin 
ranged attack get no penalty for move and shoot.

After a non-Skirmisher unit makes a javelin attack, mark the 
unit.  Once the unit has two marks, it may no longer make javelin 
attacks.  You may spend a Command Action to erase one mark.

7.5 Pila Rule
The pila rule is a special case of the javelin rule (7.4). Pila 

attacks have an offensive profile of (3)X/6 where X is the unit’s 
offensive skill. In all other ways, a pila attack functions like a 
javelin attack.

Example: A unit with a pila attack has offensive stats of (5)5/5. 
Its ranged attack is at (3)5/6.

Note: A pila attack is not penalized for a unit being in the red 
or in the yellow. It is affected normally by all other ranged attack 
modifiers (command cards, terrain, etc).

7.6 Skirmishers
Skirmishers are light troops that are generally unsuited to fight-

ing infantry or cavalry units. Skirmishers behave differently than 
normal units and the following rules modifications reflect that.

7.6.1 Skirmisher Deployment

Skirmishers serve as scouts and harassers, often starting the 
battle further forward than the main battle line.  During Deploy-
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ment (0.4.2), a Skirmisher unit may be deployed outside the regu-
lar Deployment Zone, so long as some part of the unit is touching 
the Deployment Zone.

7.6.2  Skirmisher Recall

During his or her Movement & Command phase, a player 
may spend one command action to have any number of his or her 
skirmishers of his or her choice rout. This must be done before any 
skirmishers move.

7.6.3 Maneuvers

A skirmisher unit being Direct Controlled does not suffer MC 
penalties for Maneuvers (1.4.5).

7.6.4 Close Standing Order

A skirmisher on Close will not final rush a non-skirmisher unit 
unless on a side other than the enemy unit’s front or if final rushing 
results in a pinch of the enemy unit. (Two skirmishers will final 
rush simultaneously in order to create a pinch). Instead of final 
rushing, move the skirmisher normally to get as close to its nearest 
enemy as possible without engaging.

7.6.5  Skirmishers Final Rushed by non-Skirmishers

Skirmishers will flee from most charging units,  but this is a 
controlled evade rather than panicked flight.  If an unengaged skir-
misher is final rushed by a non-skirmisher it automatically routs 
during the next Courage phase. (No check is taken).  The enemy 
unit makes Free Attacks (2.4) with the following modifiers:

The attacking unit does not gain any bonuses for flanking 
(3.2.3.2.3), pinching (3.2.3.2.5), or rear attacking (3.2.3.2.4).  The 
attacking unit does not get any impact hits (3.2.3.2.2).
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The skirmisher gets a bonus during Free Attacks (2.4), depend-
ing on the current relative Movement Category of between it and 
the attacking unit:

                 Enemy MC < Skirmisher MC:   +3/+0 

                 Enemy MC = Skirmisher MC:   +2/+0 

                 Enemy MC > Skirmisher MC:   +1/+0

If damage from Free Attacks causes a color change, make any 
further needed rout checks in the Courage Cleanup step (2.6).  A 
skirmisher that can’t leave combat with its rout move is destroyed 
as normal (2.5)

If a skirmisher starts the turn engaged and is final rushed by a 
non-skirmisher, it does not automatically rout as stated above.  It 
stays engaged, attacking and being attacked like normal.

7.6.6  Skirmishers Final Rushed by Skirmishers

If a skirmisher is final rushed by another skirmisher, then it 
does not automatically rout.  It follows the normal rules for en-
gaged combat.

7.6.7 Skirmishers Pinching: Rout Checks

Skirmishers don’t count when determining if a non-skirmisher 
unit would take a rout check from being pinched.

7.6.8 Skirmishers Pinching: Combat Modifier

When a non-skirmisher unit is determining if it gets the Pinch-
ing bonus, do not count any skirmisher units engaged with the 
enemy. (i.e. they “get but don’t give” the Pinch bonus)

Example:  A unit of Principes and Velites are pinching a Libyan 
Foot unit.  When the Principes attack, they do not count the Velites 
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for determining Pinching and therefore do not gain the Pinching 
bonus.  When the Velites attack, they do count the Principes and 
therefore do get the Pinching bonus.

Example:  A unit of Scutarii, Libyan Foot, and Caetrati are 
pinching a Veteran Principes unit.  When the Scutarii attack, they 
do not count the Caetrati for determining Pinching, but they do 
count the Libyan Foot, and therefore get the pinching bonus.  Vice 
versa for the Libyan Foot.

7.6.9  Skirmisher Rout Checks

A skirmisher that fails a rout check always routs, even if they 
are not engaged with an enemy unit.  A skirmisher never becomes 
disrupted.

7.6.10 Skirmishers Backing Up

A skirmisher may not invoke the back-up rule on a non-skir-
misher unit.

7.6.11 Routing into Friendly non-Skirmisher Units 

Skirmishers are trained to retreat through other friendly units, 
however other friendly skirmishers may take this as a warning of 
fierce enemy nearby.

If a skirmisher is making a rout move and its movement would 
cause its front center point to overlap any part of a friendly unit, 
move the skirmisher to the far side of that unit (or units, if neces-
sary). This does not affect the movement of the other friendly 
unit(s). The skirmisher will automatically rally (see below).

If a skirmisher’s rout movement would cause it to move through 
a friendly unit and it can’t do so (for example if the friendly unit is 
abutted to impassable terrain or the board edge) the routing skir-
misher is destroyed.
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7.6.12 Routing into Skirmishers

If a routing unit moves into contact with a skirmisher unit, 
place the routing unit on the other side of the skirmisher unit and 
the skirmisher unit must make an immediate rout check.  If the 
skirmisher unit was routing and fails its rout check, then it is de-
stroyed.

7.6.13 Skirmishers Rallying

If a routing skirmisher routs into a friendly non-skirmisher 
(7.6.11), once the skirmisher is placed on the other side of the 
friendly unit, the skirmisher automatically rallies with a Hold 
Standing Order.

Otherwise, a routing skirmisher will rally (1.3.2.6) during their 
controller’s Movement & Command phase, provided there are no 
enemy units currently eligible to final rush them (i.e. unengaged 
and within final rush range based on the enemy unit’s current 
Movement Category).  The controlling player can opt to spend a 
Command Action to rally the skirmisher if it would not do so on 
its own.

7.7 Fearsome and Terrifying
Some units are so massive, weird, horrific, or just have such a 

bad reputation, that normal troops waver when facing them. These 
units have the fearsome or terrifying keywords.

During the courage phase, if a unit is charged by a fearsome or 
terrifying unit this turn, it must make a fear check (2.2) with the 
normal consequences for failure.

Units don’t need to make fear checks against units that aren’t 
any more scary than they are. For example, if two fearsome units 
(or two terrifying units) become engaged, neither makes a fear 
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check. Fearsome units do need to make checks against terrifying 
units as normal.

If a unit that is neither fearsome nor terrifying becomes 
engaged with a terrifying unit, it makes its fear check at a  -2 
penalty.

7.8 Spells
Certain factions have units that cast spells or army abilities that 

are considered spells. In most cases these can be understood easily 
from the description of the units or army ability in question; these 
rules cover how spells from different factions interact.

7.8.1 Spellcasting Order

Unless otherwise stated, spells with the attack keyword 
(7.8.4.3) occur in the Combat Phase and spells without the 
attack keyword occur in the Movement and Command Phase. 
Casting a spell (with or without the attack keyword) counts as 
making an attack, so a unit can’t make its normal attack and 
also cast a spell that turn. Unless the spell description says 
otherwise, units can’t cast spells while engaged.

7.8.2 Targeting Spells

Spells with the attack keyword (7.8.4.3) work like attacks, 
and are targeted in the same way as an attack of the appropriate 
type. Other spells are special; regardless of standing orders, you 
can target any unit with these spells, within the rules (range, 
types of targets, etc) for the specific spell.

7.8.3 Spell Range

Spells with the attack keyword (7.8.4.3) calculate range as 
appropriate for the type of attack they grant. For other spells, 
measure from the front center point of the casting unit to any 
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center point of the target unit. Non-attack spells don’t need line 
of sight, and are unaffected by terrain, front arc considerations, 
or other obstructions; if the target is in range, the spell can be 
cast.

A few spells have a range of “battlefield”; these spells can 
target any unit (within the specific rules of the spell) regardless 
of distance or any other considerations.

7.8.4 Spell Keywords

Spells have certain keywords to help determine how they 
interact with other spells. For the Umenzi and Undead factions, 
these keywords were not initially printed on the cards, and can 
be found in section 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. Spells can have any number 
of these keywords.

7.8.4.1 Blessing and Curse

If a spell has the blessing or curse keyword, it gives some 
kind of persistent beneficial or detrimental effect to the target 
unit. Indicate this by writing on the unit card with your dry 
erase marker or placing a token on it. The specific spell rules 
indicate what benefits or penalties the unit gets, and what causes 
the token to be removed, if anything.

A unit can have one blessing and one curse at any given 
time. If a new blessing or curse is applied, the newer one re-
places the older one.

7.8.4.2 Healing

Spells with the healing keyword typically remove damage 
from a unit. A unit can only ever be the subject of one healing 
spell per turn. (This limit applies to all spells with the healing 
keyword, even if they don’t actually heal any damage).
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7.8.4.3 Attack

An attack spell gives the unit an alternate way to make an 
attack. The attack profile is listed in the spell description; if a 
range ( ) is listed, the spell is a ranged attack, otherwise, it is 
an attack that is used while engaged. These spells are treated as 
if the unit had the appropriate stats and was making a normal 
attack of the appropriate type. Casting an attack spell counts as 
attacking for the turn, even if the unit also has a conventional 
attack it could legally use. If a unit has more than one attack 
option, pick which one to use.

A few spells have the attack keyword, but deal direct dam-
age instead of listing an attack profile. Casting such a spell 
counts as a successful attack that deals the appropriate amount 
of damage. Thus, a direct damage spell counts as an attack that 
deals damage for the purposes of command cards and abilities, 
but doesn’t involve stats or die rolls.

8.0 Errata and Updated Rules
Some factions were printed before the current rules, and as such, have 
had their rules updated or clarified to be in line with the current rules. 
These changes are listed below.

8.1 Core and Elite Units for Early Factions
The first three factions in the game, the Men of Hawkshold, 

Orc Army, and Undead Army, predate the release of the Core and 
Elite rules for army creation (5.2).  Because of this, their Core and 
Elite units aren’t noted on the backs of the cards. Instead, they are 
listed below.

8.1.1 Men of Hawkshold Cores and Elites

Core Units—Bowmen, Militia, Peasant Mob, Spearmen, 
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Swordsmen

Elite Units—Knights, Longbowmen

8.1.2 Undead Army Cores and Elites

Core Units—Ghoul Pack, Skeleton Bowmen, Skeleton 
Horde, Skeleton Spearmen, Zombies

Elite Units—Death Knights, Giant Catapult, Abomination

8.1.3 Orc Army Cores and Elites

Core Units—Goblin Bowmen, Goblin Raiders, Goblin 
Spearmen, Orc Spearmen, Orc Swordsmen

Elite Units—Goblin Bomb-Chucker, Trolls

8.2 Older Spellcasters and Spell Abilities
Two factions, the Undead Army and the Umenzi Tribesmen, 

have spellcaster units or abilities that function like spells, but pre-
date the current spellcasting rules (7.8).  The updates below bring 
these factions in line with the current spellcasting rules.

8.2.1 Undead Army Spellcasting

The Undead army ability, Regeneration, is considered a 
healing spell. Thus, a unit cannot be Regenerated and healed by 
another spell in the same turn.

8.2.2 Umenzi Tribesmen Spellcasting

Umenzi spells work as follows:

Bless: a blessing. May only be cast on Umenzi units, not 
allies or mercenaries.

Hex: a curse.
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Heal: a healing spell. May only be cast on Umenzi units, not 
allies or mercenaries.

Death curse: an attack spell.

An Umenzi unit with the army ability Faith Armor cannot be 
the target of any healing spell. Nor can the Giant War Elephant.

8.3 Javelin Units
Two units, the Umenzi Javelineers (Umenzi Tribesmen) and 

Centaurs (Elves of Ravenwood) have the Javelin rule (7.4), or a 
close variant thereof, but predate this rule. Their rules are updated 
in the following two sections.

8.3.1 Umenzi Javelineers

Umenzi Javelineers use the Javelin Rule (7.4) exactly as 
written for their ranged attack. Use that rule instead of the de-
scription on the card.

8.3.2 Centaurs

Centaurs use a special version of the Javelin Rule (7.4).  
Because of their great skill, they get their free javelin attack 
whenever an enemy unit final rushes their front, even if that 
unit was already in range of their javelins. Also Centaurs do not 
run out of javelins.  Do not mark the unit after it makes a javelin 
attack. In all other ways, the Centaur ranged attack uses the 
javelin rule.

8.4 Low Arc Units
Two units, the Dwarven Ballista (Dwarves of Runegard) and 

High Elf Scorpions (High Elves) have low arc ranged attacks 
(3.1.1.3) but predate this rule. The low arc rule applies to these 
units as printed in section 3.1.1.3, instead of the ranged attack tar-
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geting restrictions printed on the back of the card. These units are 
still unable to move and shoot, and have the same penalties while 
engaged, rules about faction abilities, and so forth as printed on the 
back of the card.

8.5 Units with a Mandatory Close Order
Units that have preprinted the “Close” Standing Order may 

not be given a Standing Order Modifier and may only be Directly 
Controlled if you spend 3 Command Actions.

8.6 Individual Card Errata
Some unit cards have been changed since their initial printing. 

Below are the errata as of the printing of this book.  The most up-
to-date errata can be found here:

http://www.yourmovegames.com/#!errata/c1qfy

8.6.1 Kingdoms

8.6.1.1 Ambush or Trap Scenario

Change the text to:  Defender takes first turn.

8.6.2 Hawkshold Faction Errata

8.6.2.1 Hardened Command Card

Play during an attack, either before your opponent rolls to hit 
or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets  +0/+1 this attack. 
In addition, if you play Hardened before your opponent rolls to hit, 
the attacking unit gets (-1) -0/-0 this attack.

8.6.2.2 The Plan Command Card

Play during your Movement and Command Phase. Choose one:
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Gain four Command Actions. Spend these actions only to 
change standing orders.

OR

Mark Bravery on one of your units.

8.6.2.3 Attack Formation Command Card

Play during an attack, before your unit rolls to hit. Choose one:

Your unit gets (+1) +1/+0 this attack.

OR

Your unit gets (+1) +0/+1 this attack.

8.6.2.4 Defensive Formation Command Card

Play during an attack, before your opponent rolls to hit. The 
attacking unit gets (-1) -0/-0 this attack, and choose one:

Your unit gets  +1/+0 this attack.

OR

Your unit gets  +0/+1 this attack.

8.6.3 Undead Faction Errata

8.6.3.1 Hardened Command Card

Change the text to:  Play during an attack, either before your 
opponent rolls to hit or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets 

 +0/+1 this attack. In addition, if you play Hardened before your 
opponent rolls to hit, the attacking unit gets (-1) -0/-0 this attack.

8.6.3.2 Flesh Rot Command Card  

Play during an attack, before you roll to hit.  Your unit gets 
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(+0) +1/+0 this attack. If it deals at least one damage this attack, 
it deals one additional damage.

8.6.3.3 Vampirism Command Card

Play during an attack, before you roll to hit. Your unit gets 
(+0) +1/+0 this attack. If it deals at least one damage this attack 

and is not destroyed during the current phase, it heals one damage 
at the end of the phase.

8.6.3.4 Wave of Terror Command Card

Play during the Movement and Command Phase. Choose one:

Choose up to 7 opponent units. Those units take a Fear check.

OR

Draw one command card.

(Units never take more than one Fear Check per turn.)

8.6.3.5 Skeleton Horde

This unit gains 1 extra Yellow box.

8.6.3.6 Skeleton Spearmen

This unit gains 1 extra Yellow box. 

8.6.4 Orcs Faction Errata

8.6.4.1  Hardened Command Card

Change the text to:  Play during an attack, either before your 
opponent rolls to hit or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets 

 +0/+1 this attack. In addition, if you play Hardened before your 
opponent rolls to hit, the attacking unit gets (-1) -0/-0 this attack.
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8.6.4.2  Frenzy Command Card

Play during the Movement and Command Phase.  Choose one 
of your engaged units to get (+2) +1/+1,  -1/-1, and pass all 
pre-combat courage checks this turn. You may not play Command 
Cards while the unit is attacking or defending this turn.

8.6.4.3  Battle Lust Command Card

Play during the Movement and Command phase.  Up to two 
units of your choice get (+1) +0/+0 this turn. You may discard a 
Command Card to give (+1) +0/+0 to up to five additional units 
this turn.

8.6.4.4  Rampage Command Card

Choose one:

Play during the Movement and Command phase. Discard a 
command card. All of your units get (+0) +0/+1 until the end of 
the turn. You may not play command card while any of your units 
are attacking this turn.

OR

Play during an attack, before rolling to damage. Your unit 
(+0) +0/+1 this attack.

8.6.4.5 Trolls

Remove this text from the back of the unit card:  Once Trolls 
are in the red, only red damage may be healed.

8.6.5 Elves of Ravenwood Faction Errata

8.6.5.1 Spirit Guidence

Add the following to the second paragraph:  That set of 
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dice may not be rerolled.

8.6.5.2  Aspect of the Wolverine Command Card

Replace “while engaged” with “for engaged attacks.”

8.6.5.3 Aspect of the Bear Command Card

Change the text to:  Choose one: Play during an attack before 
you roll to hit. Your unit gets (+1) -1/+2 this attack.

OR

Play during an attack before your opponent rolls to hit. Your 
unit gets  -1/+2 this attack.

8.6.5.2 Aspect of the Stag Command Card

Change the text to:  Choose one: Play during an attack, before 
you roll to hit. Play only on an engaged unit. Your unit gets 

(+0)-0/+1 this attack. If it deals at least one damage this attack, 
it deals one additional damage.

8.6.5.3 Wolf Pack

Add the following the back of the card:  If Wolf Pack Routs, it 
automatically Rallies at end of turn.

When Wolfkin are present, you may play command cards for 
their normal effect on Wolf Packs, but you must first discard one 
command card for each one you play.

8.6.5.4 Bear Pack

When Bearkin are present, you may play command cards for 
their normal effect on Bear Packs, but you must first discard one 
command card for each one you play.

8.6.6 Dwarves of Runeguard
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8.6.6.1 Sprint

Spend one command action to move one of your units at MC 
3.5” for the turn, and mark the unit’s speed. At the beginning of 
your next turn erase the mark. You may choose to move the unit at 
MC 3.5” for that turn.

8.6.6.2 Rune of the Warrior Command Card

Change Courage bonus to: +3 this turn.

8.6.6.3 Rune of Skill Command Card

Change Courage bonus to: +3 this turn.

8.6.6.4 Rune of Power Command Card

Change Courage bonus to: +3 this turn.

8.6.7 Lizardmen Faction Errata

8.6.7.1 Fury

Erasing Fury to do a point of damage does NOT count as play-
ing a command card.

8.6.7.2  Saurian Fury Command Card

Choose one:

Play during an attack, before you roll to hit. Your unit gets 
(+1) +0/+1.

OR

Play during an attack, before your opponent rolls to hit. Your 
unit gets +0/+1. The attacking unit gets (-1) -0/-0.

8.6.8 Monsters & Mercenaries
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8.6.8.1 Paymaster (new ability)

During army creation, you may spend up to 60 points on the 
Paymaster.  After deployment but before writing orders, you may 
mark one Spoils box for every 15 points you spent on the 
Paymaster.

8.6.8.2 Elementalist

Add the following text to the Lightning Bolt attack spell:  noth-
ing can affect the number of attack dice (2).

8.6.9 Rome

8.6.9.1 Replacement

Neither unit involved in a “Replacement” may move or have 
moved that turn.  The unit being backed up before the Replace-
ment occurs must be engaged, and the other unit must be unen-
gaged.

8.6.9.2 Triarii

Add the following text to back of the card:

Non-charging units backed up by at least one Triarii get 
(+1)+0/+0 for engaged attacks.  Unengaged Triarii back up any 

non-skirmisher* unit that meets all of the following criteria:

The unit’s rear center point is within 5” of the Triarii’s front 
center point.  This range is reduced to 3.5” if the Triarii is on ter-
rain that reduces its MC.

The unit’s rear center point is closer than its front center point to 
the Triarii’s front center point.

The Triarii’s line of sight to that unit is not blocked or is only 
blocked by friendly units.
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* Triarii may back up skirmishers only as a normal unit would, 
not using their special ability.

8.6.10 Carthage

8.6.10.1 Determination

Determination may only be erased to do a point of damage on 
engaged attacks.

8.6.10.2 Foresight

Add the following: A player may not be forced to deploy more 
than half of its units (rounding down), regardless of how much 
Foresight is purchased.

8.6.10.3 Scutarii

This unit has  2/1 not  2/2 as printed on the card.

8.6.10.4 Numidian Cavalry

This unit has the Cavalry keyword.

8.6.11 Dark Elves

8.6.11.1 Witching Hour Spell

Witching Hour costs 1 Command Action each time it is cast.

8.6.11.2 Arrogant Spite Command Card

Replace Text with:  Play during the Movement and Command 
Phase or during a Courage Phase. One of your units gets +2 
morale this turn.  The first time this unit takes at least one point of 
damage from an attack this turn, the attacking unit takes one point 
of damage.
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8.6.11.3 Lowblood Levy

This unit has (6*)4*/5* not (6*)5*/5* as printed on the card.

8.6.11.4 Highblood Lashmistresses

Without spending a Command Action, the owner of the 
Lashmistresses chooses each turn whether or not to make a 
ranged attack. Skirmishers affected by Siren Song consider the 
Lashmistress a valid target for a Final Rush.

8.7 Questions and Feedback
A rules and card FAQ can be found on the battleground pages 

at www.yourmovegames.com. The Your Move Games team also 
monitors and provides regular answers on the Battleground forum 
at the site. Feel free to post rules questions or feedback there.
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Close (Order)                                                              

Colossal (Unit Ability)
Colossal Target (Ranged Combat Modifier) 
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113
30                                    
19
69 
93
65
65
58 
59
59 
55
56
58
55
44
9 
92
81
66
21
63
55
52
24
14   
84
66



Combat Modifiers, Engaged   
Combat Modifiers, General   
Combat Modifiers, Ranged   
Combat Modifiers, Terrain   

Combat Phase, General           
Combat Phase, Order  
Command Actions, Gaining                                    

Command Actions, General        
Command Actions, Losing and Spending             
Command Cards, Drawing                                     

Command Cards, In Attacks   
Command Cards & Faction Ability Sequence  
Core Units (Army Creation)  
Courage Checks, Other     
Courage Cleanup (Courage Phase)     

Courage Phase, General                     
Courage Phase, Steps                                        
Courage, Check Modifier                                   

Courage, Rolling Check                                 
Courage, Types of Checks                                

Curse (Spell Keyword)   
Damaged Units (Combat)  

Deep Water (Terrain Type)   
Deployment Zone, Standard                     
Deployment, Standard                              
Destroyed Units (Combat) 

Direct Control (Command Action Use) 
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63
62
65
67
51
51
20
20
21
22
59
60
70
50
51
45
47
46
46
46
92
68
77
10
10
68
21
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Disrupted (Unit Status)    
Elite Units (Army Creation) 

End of Turn    
Extreme Range (Ranged Combat Modifier) 
Facing Side (Movement Term)                             

Faction Abilities (Command Action Use)
Faction Ability, In Attacks             

Fast Moving Target (Ranged Combat Modifier) 
Fear Checks (Courage Check)       
Fearsome (Unit Ability)
Final Rush, General       

Final Rush, Conditions
Final Rush, Conflicting
Final Rush, Distance                                      
Final Rush, Exclusivity                                       
Final Rush, Into a Pinch                                  
Final Rush, Moving In A
Final Rush, No Turning Back
Final Rush, Off Map
Final Rush, On A Diagonal
Final Rush, Open Path
Final Rush, Open Side
Final Rush, Priority
Final Rush, Visibility 
Final Rush, With a Flank                  

First Turn Special Rules                          
Flanking (Engaged Combat Modifier)  

13
70
69
65
25
22
60
67
49
90
36
32
34
30
32
36
36
35
34
39
38
34
33
32
33 
38
12



Flying (Unit Ability)                                                         
Forest (Terrain Type)   
Fortification (Terrain Type)   

Free Attacks (Courage Phase)        
Frightened (General Combat Modifier)  

Front Arc (Movement Term)                                 
Hard Cover (Terrain Combat Modifier)  

Healing (Spell Keyword)   
Hedge (Terrain Type)   

High Ground (Terrain Combat Modifier)  
Hill (Terrain Type)   
Hold (Order)                                                               

Impact Hit (Engaged Combat Modifier)  
Impossible Path (Unusual Movement)          

In the Red (General Combat Modifier)  
In the Yellow (General Combat Modifier)  

Indirect Fire Attacks (Shooting)  
Indirect Path (Unusual Movement)
Infantry (Unit Ability)               

Javelin Rule (Unit Ability)   
Large (Unit Ability)   

Large Target (Ranged Combat Modifier)  
Line of Sight Attacks (Shooting)  

Long Range (Ranged Combat Modifier)  
Long Range, Advance to (Order)                              
Low Arc Attacks (Shooting)   
Low Brush (Terrain Type)   
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77
79
50
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24
67
92
79
67
79 
15
64
42
63 
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53
41
80
85
81
66
54
65
15   
54
77



Low Wall (Terrain Type)   
Maneuvers, General                                            

Mercenaries (Army Creation)
Move and Shoot (Order Modifier)  
Move and Shoot (Ranged Combat Modifier 

Move Backwards (Maneuver)                            
Move Sideways (Maneuver)                               

Movement and Command Phase                
Movement Cap (Order Modifier)                                 

Movement Categories, Changing                       
Movement Categories, General                          
Movement, Avoiding Overlap                         
Movement, By Standing Orders                          
Movement, Final Rush                                     
Movement, General                             
Movement, Move Straight                                   
Movement, Unusual                                       
Nearest Enemy, Close Order                              
Nearest Enemy, Non-Close Orders                         

Objectives, General (Order Modifier)   
Phases, General                                          
Pila Rule (Unit Ability)   

Pinches                                                              
Pinching (Engaged Combat Modifier)  
Point Objective (Order Modifier)                               
Points Budgets (Army Creation) 

Rally  (Command Action Use)                               
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79
29
71
19 
66
30
30
12
18
29
28 
40
27
30
23
28
40
26
26
16
11      
86
39
65
17
69
22



Ranged (Order)                                                           
Rear Attacking (Engaged Combat Modifier) 

Reform (Maneuver)
Reorganize (Command Action Use)                                            

River Rapids (Terrain Type)  
Road (Terrain Type)   
Rough Ground (Terrain Type)  

Rout Checks (Courage Check)
   Rout Checks, Failed While Disrupted   

Rout Checks, Failed While Engaged
Rout Checks, Failed While Routing
Rout Checks, Failed While Unengaged

Routing Units                             
Routing Units, Engaging
Routing (Status)                                    
Routing Units, Into Friendly Units               
Routing Units, Movement                              
Routing Units, To the Table Edge                 
Sand (Terrain Type)   

Scenarios                      
Setup 

Shallow Water (Terrain Type)  
Shoreline (Terrain Type)   
Short Range, Advance to (Order)                             
Skirmisher Recall (Command Action Use)          

Skirmisher (Unit Ability)   
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14
65
30
22
77
77
78
47
49
48
49
48
43
44
13
44
43
44
78
72
9
77
78
15 
23
86
86



Skirmisher, Deployement
Skirmisher, Final Rush By Non-Skirmisher Unit
Skirmisher, Maneuvers 
Skirmisher, Pinching (Combat Modifier)
Skirmisher, Pinching (Rout Checks)
Skirmisher, Rallying 
Skirmisher, Recall    
Skirmisher, Rout Checks   
Soft Cover (Terrain Combat Modifier)  

Sound the Charge (Command Action Use)          
Spells, Casting Order   

Spells, General   
Spells, Keywords   
Spells, Range    
Spells, Targeting    
Stakes (Terrain Type)   

Standing Order Modifiers, General                             
Standing Orders, General                                
Standing Orders, Initial                            

Standing Orders, Assigning                                        
Swamp (Terrain Type)   

Terrain, Combat Modifiers   
Terrain, Effects of    
Terrain, General   
Terrain, Types of  
Terrifying (Unit Ability)   

Tiny Gap Rule, The (Unusual Movement)     
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87
87
88
88
90
87
89
67
23
91
91
92
91
91
78
15
13
10
14
78 
67 
75
74
76
90
42
30



Turn (Maneuver)                                                
Turns, General                                            

Two’s Company (Final Rush)                         
Unit Objective (Order Modifier)                                  

Very Deep Water (Terrain Type)  
Very Rough Ground (Terrain Type)

Unit Status
Units Already Engaged (Unusual Movement)

Victory Conditions, Standard                                           
Wet Ground (Terrain Type)  
Wheeled (Unit Ability)
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11
37 
16
77
78
12 
42
9
78
81
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Turn Sequence
I. Movement and Command Phase 
- Use/Spend Command Actions 
- Final Rush Movement 
- Normal Movement 
- Non-Attack Spells

II. Pre-Combat Courage Phase
1. Rout Checks
2. Fear Checks
3. Other Courage Checks
4. Free Attacks
5. Rout Movement
6. Courage Cleanup 

III. Combat Phase
1. Choose Defenders
2. Active Player Attacks
3. Non-Active Player Attacks
4. Combat Consequences

IV. Post-Combat Courage Phase
1. Rout Checks 
2. Other Courage Checks
3. Free Attacks
4. Rout Movement
5. Courage Cleanup


